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Defining free speech
President’s Forum attempts to explore boundaries of expression within a private Catholic institution

Photo by John Englishmen 03

John W. Dineen, Esq., Rhode Island ACLU attorney, makes
opening statement.
continually the degree to which
by Kristin DiQuollo ’02
we are providing a free and
News Staff
open space for our students to
Standing behind a podium search for truth.”
on which the Providence
Over 300 people began this
College Veritas insignia hung, “search for truth,” gathering in
Dr. William Hudson, Professor ’64 Hall Thursday evening to
of Political Science, spoke the attend the forum, which was
following words at a President’s organized by Rev. Philip A.
Forum held March 30. “The Smith, O.P, President, to
College Administration and address the “Rights and Limits
faculty
must
examine of Free Speech in a Private

Institution of Higher
Education.” Hudson was
one of four panel members
invited to discuss the issue.
In his welcome to the
PC community at the
forum, as well as in a
memorandum distributed
on March 23, Fr. Smith
noted that the panel
discussion would “create
opportunities for mutually
respectful dialogue and
learning” in the wake of the
controversy caused over
the suspension of three
students for posting
offensive flyers on campus.
However, according to
Smith, who did not speak
at the forum following his
opening, that goal was not
quite achieved.
“It (the forum) was not
his as successful as I hoped it
would have been,” he said
in a later interview. “The tone
and language were not those of
a dialogue.”
Before each of the panel
members had the opportunity to
present their arguments, a
student from the floor stood to
ask for student representation
on the panel. The Honorable
Donald F. Shea, retired
Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court of Rhode Island

and forum moderator, denied
the request, saying it was not the
time to change the membership
of the panel. Further, he noted
that he would “discourage and
not allow filibustering and
monopolizing the floor” during
the forum.
When asked about the
process for selecting the panel,
which included John W.
Dineen, Esq., a Rhode Island
American Civil Liberties Union
attorney, Sister Mary Angela
Shaughnessy, S.C.N., Ph.D.,
J.D., legal counsel and

Forum, page 4
Above, Brendan Hurson ’00 questions PC’s policy on
posting flyers; below, Fr. Smith listens from the front row.

Sovereign Bank completes Lack of competition
Rhode Island conversion draws few to the polls
by

Caitlin Fitzpatrick ’01

News Staff

the 300 branches that
FleetBoston was selling. The
first conversion began on March
24 and continued through the
weekend. It included 90
branches and 170 ATMs in

Sovereign Bank New England.
This represents the largest bank
transaction in United States
history.
“Fleet and BankBoston
signed an agreement last

Sovereign Bank New
England officials announced on
Monday, March 28 that they had
completed the first of
three conversions in
New England.
Sovereign
Basic savings
Basic checking
spokeswoman Bar
• $400 minimum balance
bara Coleman said that Sovereign • No minimum balance
• $3 monthly maintenance fee
• $2.50 monthly maintenance fee
the first conversion
• $.75 fee per transaction in excess of 10 • No transaction fee
encompassed
the
• $25 minimum opening deposit
• $25 minimum opening deposit
former Fleet Bank
community banking FleetBoston • No minimum balance
• $500 minimum balance to avoid
franchise in eastern
monthly maintenance fee
• $2.50 monthly maintenance fee
Massachusetts, the
• $ 1 fee per transaction in excess of 8
• $3 monthly maintenance fee
• No transaction fees
• $25 minimum opening deposit
former BankBoston
• $50 minimum opening deposit
community banking
franchise in Rhode
• $250 balance to avoid monthly
• Info not available
Island, and select Citizens
• $3 monthly maintenance fee
maintenance fee
community banking
• $3 monthly maintenance fee
• $2 fee per transaction in excess of 12
offices of BankBoston
• Info not available
• $25 minimum opening deposit
in Connecticut and of
• $10 minimum deposit
Fleet in southern New
Hampshire. The next two
Connecticut, Rhode Island, and October to become one
conversions are scheduled to
Western Massachusetts. Over company. Federal regulators
occur on June 16 and July 21.
the weekend more than 800,000 required the company to sell
Coleman said that consumer and business
Sovereign, page 6
Sovereign Bank bought 285 of accounts were transferred to

Compare your options ...

Hallo ween packages
arriving in December, a Visa
bill two days before it is
due... News looks at the
effectiveness of the mail
service at PC, page 5

by

Laura Meneses ’03

News Staff

Out of approximately 3,600
Providence College students,
450 cast their vote in the March
29 Executive Board elections.
Voter participation declined
from last year’s turnout of an
estimated 650 students. While
only two of the 18 races were
competitive, voter apathy in
2000 Executive Board elections
has been attributed to the lack
of contest.
One of many candidates who
ran uncontested, the recently
elected Board of Programmers
Vice President Kathy Hebert
’01, suggested that students
chose not to vote in the
Executive Board elections
because most results were
definite prior to election day.
Many students were aware that
their votes would not make a
difference in the outcome of the
majority of races. “I think
turnout was low as a result of
only two competitive races.

People felt that maybe it wasn't
worth their time to vote,” said
Hebert.
According to Nicholas Melfi
’00, Chairperson of the Student
Congress Election Committee,
voter turnout was especially low
because there was no contest for
presidential offices,
in
particular, which are considered
more important positions. The
race for Student Congress VicePresident and Board of
Programmers Secretary were
the only two competitive races.
Jamie Anselmo ’02 and
Elizabeth Rubasky
’01
suggested that student voter
turnout was so low because, as
long as the clubs are running
smoothly, students are not
concerned with who leads
campus organizations. “I don’t
think people have enough
vested interest to vote. I think
people want (organizations like)
BOP to do things, but they don’t
care what individuals do it,”
said Rubasky.

Elections, page 7

Flag burning:
Disrespecting a national
symbol or simply
upholding freedom of
speech. Commentary
tackles this issue, page 14
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News Briefs
MTV descends on campus
MTV invaded Prov
idence College last
Friday, turning Slavin
lawn into an MTV
village and finishing the
day with a sold-out
concert featuring Moby
and Bush.
Black tents scattered
across Slavin lawn
offered skin care de
monstrations by Neutrogena and oppor
tunities to try out to be
a VJ. A “Choose or
Lose” tent registered
people to vote, and
another tent distributed
free t-shirts and frisbees
depicting the MTV
logo. Al-though the
village was popular
with students, it did not
live up to some
students’ expectations.
“I was a little dis
appointed that no cele
brities from MTV were
actually present. I really
wasn’t impressed with
MTV’s appearance,”
Jennifer Borges ’02
said.
After the MTV
village was taken down,
doors opened at 7 p.m. Photo by John Englishmen '03
for the Bush and Moby A massive sign on Slavin lawn Friday afternoon
anticipated Bush and Moby’s show that night.
concert.
Mullaney
Gymnasium was packed with a standing touched him. I was in shock, ’ said
room only crowd to see the Monica Buckley ’02. Katie Elbert ’01
performance. One of the highlights of summarized the concert by saying, “I
the show was when Gavin Rossdale, wasn’t a big Bush or Moby fan before
lead singer of Bush, made his way the concert, but I had a really good time
through the crowd to sing from the top anyway.”
of the bleachers. “My friend Christie and
-Laura Bergemann '02
I ran up on the bleachers and she

Car collision in Davis lot
Two cars collided in the Davis park
ing lot at approximately 2:30 on Tues
day afternoon. According to Ray
Jarvis, shift supervisor for security, the
accident, which resulted in no injuries,
“looked a lot worse” than it actually
was.
One car, driven by Debra Bihday
’01, took a left while driving towards
Huxley Avenue. Gwyn Mangini ’01
was travelling in the second car, driv
ing away from Davis, parallel to
Huxley. Both cars reported an obstruc
tion of view due to two pickup trucks

parked in the fire lane.
The cars remained in the lot for over
45 minutes while waiting for the Provi
dence Police Department to respond,
according to the Security Department’s
report. The use of Providence Police,
according to Jarvis, is an option open
to all students. The delay occured be
cause the police responded to Davis
Park by mistake, rather than Davis Hall.
The report included no mention of
fault, since the accident will be inves
tigated by insurance companies.
-Ryan Ainscough '02

Virtual harassment
remains unsolved
There is no resolution yet for three
PC women who fell victims to virtual
harassment earlier this semester.
The persons behind the attacks on
the female students have not yet been
identified or charged, said Gail Dyer
Esq., PC’s Sexual Harassment Officer.
Multiple harassments occurred in
the form of America Online Instant
Messages during the week of February
14, threatening bodily harm to several
female PC students, Dyer had
confirmed in an earlier interview with
The Cowl. No similar incidents have
been reported since that time.
“To our knowledge, nothing has
been reported,” Dyer said. “The
behavior has stopped, and it stopped
very soon after it began. Everyone (the
women) has resumed normal
activities.”

PC turned to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation tor help in this ongoing
investigation, and is cooperating in
every way possible, Dyer said.
While the FBI will not confirm
whether the persons responsible are PC
students, Dyer said that when and if the
perpetrators are identified as students,
they will be dealt with accordingly by
the school in compliance with the PC
handbook.
“We would process it as another
disciplinary matter, and the policies in
the student handbook would take
effect,” she said. Dyer did not outline
the specific policy which would be
applied, but added, “there is a general
policy that is broad in scope” to
incorporate the virtual harassment
offense.
-Rebecca Piro 00
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Priority Mail?
Students question efficiency of PC’s mailroom
by

Ryan Ainscough ’02

Asst. News Editor____________________

Supervisor of Mail Services Dolores
Maiorano will admit that the mail room
receives complaints of late mail and
inconvenient mailroom hours. A certain
amount of complaints, though, is
unavoidable, according to Maiorano.
The question, however, is whether these
complaints are founded, and whether a
solution to them is attainable.
An exploration of the mail system
must first begin with a look at the process
a parcel of mail undergoes before
reaching the student’s mailbox. Mail is
first picked up by a local post office and
sent according to zip code to the
Providence Post Office, like any other
mail addressed to a location in
Providence. The Post Office then brings
the mail to Providence College, where
student workers sort it. This step
sometimes involves looking up student
boxes for mail that has no box number,
and also correcting mistaken box
numbers. The postal workers at the US
Postal Services window, located in the
mail room, never touch this incoming
mail, unless it is mail that requires a
postal worker to sign for it.
By noon the next day, according to
Maiorano, most of the mail is in the
proper student box. This is done to try
to accommodate those who check their
mail after eating lunch. If it is not all
sorted and placed by that time, it is done
by 3 p.m. at the latest.
According to Maiorano, there are a
few reasons student mail is sometimes
late. For one, any mail that is incorrectly
addressed is naturally delayed by the
process of looking up and placing the
mail. This often happens with student
box numbers.
Another reason mis-addressed mail
occurs at Providence College, according
to Maiorano, is that mail can be sent to
the wrong college within the Providence

area. Often, for example, mail meant for
Brown is addressed to Providence
University and is therefore erroneously
sent to PC.
There is mail, however, that is
correctly addressed but received late
nonetheless. Maiorano acknowledges
this. This mail, though, is not late
because it was held by the mailroom,
according to Maiorano. Since all mail
received is placed in boxes by the next
day, any late mail was given to PC late
from the Providence Post Office.
“We hold nothing,” said Maiorano.
“If you didn’t get it, we didn’t get it. We
don’t have room to hold mail (longer
than a day.) We don’t have puipose to
hold mail.”
Maiorano, however, would not say
that postal services in Providence have
a problem of late mail. “To say in general
that Providence has a problem, 1 don’t
think so.”
However, other businesses in the city
have their share of problems with the
mail system. The PC/Elmhurst Police
Department on Pinehurst Avenue, just
off campus, reported that it has problems
with the postal service. “I know we get
a lot of wrong mail,” they said.
To blame late mail completely on the
Providence Post Office, however, would
be innacurate, according to the Post
Office. Paul Felber, Customer Service
Representative for the Postal Business
Center, said that mail delivered to PC is
no later than it should be, on average.
“Whatever mail comes in is being
processed and sent out,” he explained.
Reasons for late mail, according to
Felber, can include overloaded
distribution centers. If students give
specifics of their late mail to Maiorano,
who would then pass them to Felber, the
problem could be addressed. “We’d
certainly be willing to look into it,” he
said. Even then, however, “pinpointing
can be difficult.”

Mail delivery, page 3

The pros to legalizing
marijuana
Opposing side for debate not heard
and spiritual revolution took place. “A
new consciousness was created,” he
News Staff
added.
A week after General Barry
He went on to state that the counter
McCaffrey lectured students on the culture is a spiritual movement because
problems caused by drugs, Steve Hagar, all of the members of the culture share
Editor of High Times Magazine, spiritual concerns. For example, they are
presented the opposing side of the issue vegetarian, pacifistic, tolerant of other
in a debate entitled, “The Heads vs. the people’s cultures, respectul of gays and
Feds: The Debate to Legalize pivotal in pioneering for women’s rights.
Marijuana.” The event was sponsored
Hagar presented the audience with
by the Board of Programmers Lecture the question, “If this is a country founded
Committee and took place in ’64 Hall on religious freedom, why does my
on Monday evening, April 3.
culture not have to right to use their
Many students came to listen and ask sacrament (marijuana)? Marijuana is
questions about the effects of marijuana part of my culture.”
and the topic of legalization. The debate
“I started smoking marijuana when I
was one-sided, however, since Curtis was 15 because I read Jack Kerouac’s
Sliwa, founder of the Guardian Angels, On the Road. Kerouac described it as a
a citizen safety patrol program opposed spiritual encounter. (It is) a plant that
(commands) to you that
to marijuana leg
you are related to the
alization, was unable to
earth,” Hagar said.
make it to PC due to
Hagar considers himself
traffic delays.
a member of a minority
As to why BOP felt
group that is oppressed
that this debate would
in this country.
be of interest to
As for the effects of
students, Katie Miller
marijuana, Hagar said,
’01, BOP lecture
“Wherever you find
committee member,
cannabis, you find
stated, “(This) is a hot
creative people.” He
topic with (people) our
stated for instance, that
age.” She also said that Photo by A rielle Dumas '03
Louis Armstrong and
Steve Hagar
it is not an offensive
event, but rather educational since it was Bob Marley both smoked pot every day.
supposed to involve both the pros and
Hagar named the other positive
effects and uses of marijuana, especially
cons of the issue.
Hagar began by discussing the its medical uses. ’He told a story of a
importance of religion and the counter doctor from Harvard who wanted to
culture,” as he stated, of cannabis. He convince kids not to use marijuana.
referred to this counter culture as However, the man did not know that his
developing in the 1960s when a religious
Debate, page 5
by Jennifer

Moran ’02
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Almond announces reading
Commencement Core
program, PC students participate prepares for Senior Week
by

Lyn Soderlund ’03

News Staff
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Michael Poulopoulos ’02 and Mark DeRespinis ’01 pose with Governor
Lincoln Almond at the kickoff for National Reading Week.
Providence College were represented at
by Kristin Stanley ’01
the kickoff to National Reading Week.
News Staff
Rhode Island College showed their sup
In January, Governor Lincoln Al port of the Governor’s program; 45 stu
mond introduced his reading initiative dents were present at the event. “Most
public education campaign with the of us already volunteer to read at pre
overall goal of ensuring that students are schools in the area. When our coordi
proficient in reading by grade four. This nator asked us to help out, many students
campaign, targeted towards parents and volunteered to travel to various schools
children, encourages the educational op throughout the week,” said Paula
portunities of reading and functions by Johnson, a Rhode Island College junior.
the power of volunteers, some of whom Foster Grandparents and college profes
sors were also among the volunteers.
are PC students.
Almond kicked off a series of public “The Director of Foster grandparents
events in February with a Readathon at came to many of us with the Governor’s
Barnes and Noble in Warwick. In program and 17 of us are here today. We
March, he read the children’s book, already read to young children three to
Cornelius Vandermouse: The Pride of four times a week,” said Foster grand
Newport at Newport’s historic Breakers parents Vicki Saritelli and Annette
mansion. On Monday morning, Almond Gemma.
Commissioner
assembled volun
of Elementary and
teers at the State
Secondary Educa
House to start Na
tion Peter Mctional
Reading
Walters opened the
Week.
rally-style event
National Read
with a brief expla
ing Week consists of
nation of the
volunteers who
governor’s cam
travel to all 39 cities
paign. “Reading
and towns in Rhode
Island to read to elementary school chil proficiency by the fourth grade is the
dren. “From talking to children between greatest predictor of graduating from
first and fifth grade, you get a lot of chil high school,” he said. “Reading is the
dren that believe reading is no fun. They absolute first key to success and a gate
would rather sit in front of their com way in some sense to civility and educa
puters or play their video games. I find tion,” McWalters added.
After, Me Walter introduced the gov
that you can hypnotize a child with a
good book and totally change their atti ernor to the volunteers. Almond began
tude. If you read them a good book they his speech thanking all that offered their
will be tugging on your shirt saying, time over the course of the week. “To
‘Let’s read more,”’ commented Mark day we continue to push to get the word
DeRespinis, a Providence College Jun out about the importance of reading by
ior.

Of the 11 colleges invited, Rhode
Island College, Bryant College and

Reading initiative, page 4

Mail delivery

-Continued from page 2it at the end of November.”
Packages received by the mailroom
go through a process similar to the
regular mail. They are labeled according
to box number and a card is placed in
the student’s box informing them of the
package to be picked up. The card,
according to Maiorano, should therefore
appear in the student box by the next day.
Emily Thurber ’02, however, has also
experienced a delay in receiving a card
in her box. “I get the card two days later
than I should,” she said. “(The workers
who stuff mailboxes) are just not fast
enough.”
Packages are not the only pieces of
mail received late, however. One student
reported that she is has still not received
a birthday card sent by Jjer grandfather
in January. She is, however, not sure it
was correctly addressed.
Another issue the mailroom faces is

Also, Felber warned that while some
mail may seem late, it might actually be
an expected result of the class of mailing
used. Mail sent bulk from far away, for
instance, may take longer than a student
expects, but in actuality is on time.
Jason Canzano ’00, who works in the
mailroom, supported Maiorano. “We do
it as fast as we can. We don’t leave unless
it’s done.”
Students and faculty, according to
Canzano, are too quick to complain
about mail services. “People just don’t
understand the responsibility we have
here. They think it’s our fault.”
He does acknowledge however, that
the mailroom sometimes makes
mistakes. “We feel bad. We feel like
we’re stupid. We don’t want that to
happen.”
Among students, there is dis
agreement as to whether late mail is a
problem at all. While some say they’ve
had no problems, others say that it has
happened to them repeatedly.
“They’re very slow,” said Alicia
Mason ’02. “One time I was supposed
to get a package for Halloween and I got

complaints concerning the decision to
keep the mailroom closed on Saturdays.
In the past, according to Maiorano, the
mailroom was open on Saturdays, but it
was plagued with vandalism. Mailboxes

Mail, page 4

To the joy of some, and the dismay
of others, Commencement is just around
the corner. But first-—the 2000
Commencement Core has been working
all year to put together a Senior Week,
falling between May 16-19, that will give
all seniors a chance for one last party
before the countdown runs out.
The Commencement Core is made up
of twelve members of the senior class,
ten chosen by the class officers the
previous year, in addition to the class
president and treasurer. Together they
meet weekly throughout the year and
make decisions on activities for Senior
Week.

Students participating in Senior Week
are required to pay $140 for a “bid”, a
ticket for two people, but are not
obligated to pay for two people if they
are going to the events alone. “Just one
person can buy half a bid,” explained
Senior Class Treasurer Karen Oettinger
’00.
“The money for the bids along with
the money allocated from Student
Congress goes toward food at every
event, busses, entertainment,” Kennedy
explains. “The formal dinner itself is $30
to $40 a plate. It depends on what the
places charge. We have a total budget of
$ 170,000 and that goes quick with 1,100
people.”
Exceptions will also be made for
students who are not sure if they are

Commencement 2000
SPEAKERS ANNOUNCED
NBC’s reporter Mike Leonard ’70 will be giv
ing the keynote address to the Class of 2000.
Leonard is described in The Spectrum as a journal
ist “known for exploring the overlooked and the
unusual in everyday life.”
He is a 1970 graduate of Providence College
and now lives in Winnetka, 111. His daughter, Kerry
Leonard is a member of the Class of 2000. Leonard
will also be receiving an honorary degree.
Other honorary degree recipients include John
Conte Jr., M.D., director of heart and heart/lung
transplant at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore;
Walter Cryan, retired 35-year news anchor from
CBS 12 in Providence; Sr. Maryadele Robinson,
Executive Director of Catholic Charities in South
Boston, Ma; Edward Scanlon ’55, Executive VicePresident of NBC and Dr. Christina Hoof Sommer,
resident scholar at the American Enterprise in
Washington, D.C.
“We work as a team deciding what
the class wants to do. We talked to people
from the Core last year and brainstormed
for ideas,” explained Kennedy.
Finding activities that 1,100 people
will enjoy is not an easy task. “It’s hard
to plan for 1,100 people and please
everyone, but we tried to find a variety
of events that everyone would enjoy,”
Kennedy said.
Although some students have
expressed concern over the secrecy.
Commencement Core Chairperson Ryan
Kennedy ’00 explains that it is done for
safety reasons. “We don’t want people
driving to the events for safety’s sake.
There will be alcohol at these events and
it’s dangerous for the school and people.”
Other students wonder where all the
money spent on tickets for Senior Week
goes. “(The bid is) a little expensive,
but it goes toward transportation and
things. We don’t know where we’re
going yet, so I really don’t know if it’s
reasonable,” Melissa Carco ’00 pointed
out.

going by themselves or not. “People can
buy a full bid in hopes of getting a date,
and if they don’t, half of the bid can be
returned during the update days on April
25, 26 and 27,” Kennedy said.
Kennedy requests that people also
make seating arrangements on those
update days. To arrange seating, seniors
should go and fill out their seating charts
on those days to avoid ending up on more
than one chart.
Senior Week begins on Tuesday, May
16 with what Kennedy will only describe
as “club night” and continues the next
day with an activity that “really can be
anything. It’s usually a clam bake type
theme.”
The annual Commencement formal
will be held on Thursday, May 18 at the
Boston Park Plaza, followed by a buffet
brunch at 11 a.m. the next day at The
Castle, a restaurant across the street.
Planning for this black-tie event
began during the summer. “It’s hard to

Senior Week, page 7

Chapel Update
* The steel studs that make up the
wall partitions in the lower level are
nearly complete.
* Electricians have installed the
major electrical panels in the lower
level electrical room. They will
continue to “rough-in” wiring as
partitions are completed in the lower
level.
* The plumbing contractor continues
their work in the lavatories on the
lower level.
* Contractors have completed and
poured the retaining wall at the west
end of the Chapel. This retaining
wall will allow the appropriate
transition between the high and low
grade changes of the site.

* Framing and rafter installation on
the upper “drum” of the Chapel
continues.

* Stone masons have finished the
remaining west wall. Steel has been
installed and the final portion of the
floor will be poured within the week.
The limestone caps, just below the
windows on the east elevation will be
installed this week.
Special thanks to Mark Raposa,
Director of Business Strategies, for
the information provided.
-Compiled by Caylen Macera ’01
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INSIDE
CONGRESS
Diversity:
Facilitators for retreat are set, as is the final itinerary for the
retreat. If you know of any clubs that are interested in sending a
representative but have not contacted Student Congress, inform the Executive
Board.

RHA
The Blind Date Ball on April 7 is sold out and the Aprill4 BDB is
selling fast. The members of RHA this year have worked hard and
these events are going to be great.

Student Life:
The laundry survey has been completed and as well as an order to the copy
center. They will be distributed in the next weeks.
The committee met with Tom Smyth from Physical Plant on Tuesday and
discussed a method to solve the ice/snow emergency operations. Lighting
pathways for students and repairing “student made pathways” was also discussed.

Clubs and Orgs:
The committee met and made final revisions for the Circle K constitution.
Having voted in favor of it, it will be brought before Congress next week.
The committee completed activity status for all clubs on campus, and will bring
the legislation to the April 17 meeting.

Class of ’03: Barbecue on McVinney lawn Saturday
RICA:
RICA is introducing an amendment to streamline the appointment of RICA
Delegates (since RICA delegates have a vote in the name of the College in
certain situations, and the size of the delegation is limited by the RICA
Constitution).

Legislative Affairs
Voting Business
1. New Rules of Order
2. Weight Room Recommendation
Old Business
1. Circle K- to be voted on
2. Mascot Recommendation- passed unanimously
New Business
1. Senior Class Recommendation concerning sexual assault
2. RICA Amendment
-Compiled by Marybeth Campbell ’00

Governor announces
reading program
-Continued from page 3kicking off Read to Succeed: Governor’s the budget for additional teacher train
Reading Initiative,” said Almond. “This ing in the area of reading for current
multifaceted campaign will encourage teachers. In addition, the state has be
parents to explore the joys and wonder gun to implement recommendations of
of reading with their children. It will the Governor’s Teacher Preparation Task
inspire children to expand their horizons Force, which includes an emphasis on
and acquire the knowledge they need to improvements in reading education in
become lifelong learners. Reading struction in the teacher training process.
sparks the imagination. It ignites cre According to results from the 1999 New
ativity and sets the foundation for suc Standards Reference Examination, 84
cess in school and in the workplace. Last percent of Rhode Island fourth graders
year I set the goal to have all children met the basic reading skills required.
Almond finished the rally with a num
proficient in reading by the fourth grade.
ber of questions where the volunteers re
We are well on our way,” he said.
Almond has progressively focused sponded: “Read to Succeed.” To con
on children over the course of his term. clude the five-month media campaign,
He has worked to ensure quality health Almond will travel to Roger Williams
care, pre-school programs and quality Zoo to read to elementary school chil
teaching strategies focused on literacy. dren from Providence area schools and
Last year, Almond allocated $500,000 in then tour the zoo with the children.
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BOP Carnival focuses
on heritage this year
by Juliana

Patsourakos ’02

News Staff

While Board of Programmer’s annual
carnival has always been a popular event
among PC students, BOP hopes even
more students will venture onto Slavin
lawn this year due to the recent addition
to the carnival. On April 7, along with
the attractions found every year at the
carnival, BOP will host a Heritage
Festival, allowing clubs on campus to
host tables representing heritages of their
choice.
“We just wanted to get the students
a lot more involved,” said Kate Wrona

seriously considering for next year.
In addition to addressing the diversity
issue, BOP also wanted to unite the
members of the clubs, increase
membership for the clubs, and get as
many of the clubs involved together to
collectively make the Heritage Festival
a success.
Wrona estimates that about fifteen to
twenty clubs are scheduled to participate
in the Heritage Festival.
Each club chooses the way in which
it represents itself, according to Wrona.
The tables will offer a wide variety of
things from “mocktails” and ethnic food
to information on a particular heritage.

I hope that it educates everyone on campus
about all the heritages that are out there.
-Kate Wrona ’00
’00 of BOP, who hopes that this year’s
Heritage Festival will become an annual
event. Wrona organized this year’s event
along with Kristin Bahrenburg ’00, Vice
President of BOP, who initially came up
with the idea of the Heritage Festival.
Wrona believes the event is important
for a number of reasons. For one, Wrona
says that the Festival will allow students
to learn about many heritages. This will
address the diversity issues that have
been discussed on campus recently.
“I hope that it educates everyone on
campus about all the heritages that are
out there,” said Wrona.
Ben Nadeau ’00, BOP President said
that this event is especially important
because it shows that BOP is trying to
adjust to the changes going on in the
school.
“We’re trying to act to the diversity
issue,” said Nadeau.
One of the ways to do this according
to Nadeau is to eliminate the “Over 21”
committee and replace it with a
committee on Multicultural Affairs and
Events, a possibility that BOP is

Student Congress, for one, plans to
represent the different ways Catholicism
is worshipped throughout the world,
according to Executive President of
Student Congress C.J. LeGeyt ’00.
“We chose Catholicism because we
have such a wide-range of backgrounds,”
stated LeGeyt. LeGeyt believes that
even though there is such a wide range
of backgrounds on Student Congress,
one common connection is Catholicism.
Since PC is a Catholic School, every
student, regardless o.f religion, is
therefore affected by the religion.
PSO, another group with a table, will
represent all cultures, and part of their
table will include pictures of all the
diverse populations served by PSO.
“I’m glad we’re participating because
it shows we’re culturally diverse,” said
Cathy LaFlamme ’00, Volunteer in
Providence Schools co-chair.
In addition to the tables from the
clubs representing various heritages,
BOP will have carnival rides and a main
table with large entertainment groups.

Mail delivery examined
-Continued from page 3were ripped out and the plastic windows
were broken. Since only a handful of
students were coming in to check their
mail, mail services decided that paying
a worker to supervise the rooms would
be a waste of the budget.
“We really investigated it,” she said.
“We decided not to open on Saturday.”
In addition to budget concerns,
Maiorano supported the decision by
citing the fact that most other college
mailrooms remained closed on
weekends.
All students interviewed agreed that
they would check their mail on Saturdays

given the opportunity.
“I think they should (open on
Saturdays),” said Jim Kalagher ’01. “My
parents have tried to overnight me
something and I wouldn’t be able to get
it until Monday.”
Maiorano reported, in response to
these concerns, that hardly any mail is
received on Saturdays. Also, she
emphasized that a student who needs to
receive a package can always make
special arrangements with the mailroom.
“We try to accommodate,” she said.
“We do whatever we can to get that piece
of mail to the person its intended for.”

Free speech examined
-Continued from page 1chosen because “they were respected and
knowledgeable . . . people that would
have expertise.” In regards to a member
of the Administration being absent from
Free speech, page 5

University in Louisville, Kentucky,
Robert B. Whitcomb, Vice President and
editorial editor of The Providence
Journal, and Dr. Hudson, Fr. Smith
commented that the panelists were

~ Local News Update ~
• Fifty Providence Police cars are being equipped with $4600 video cameras. Mayor Buddy Cianci said the cameras will provide instant protection for both officers
and the public. The death of Sergeant Cornel Young Jr. has hastened the purchase of the units, said the Mayor.
• A recent report on conditions for Rhode Island children has found that the gap between the richest and poorest families is higher in Rhode Island than in other states.
Less than I in 5 children attend full day kindergarten compared to one half of all children nationally. One third of Rhode Island children were entitled to child support,
but less than one half of parents who do not have custody paid child support on time and in full.

• A ship on contract to the Navy has returned back to the former Navy Base at Quonset Point in North Kingstown after recovering the second engine of the Egypt Air
Boeing 767 that crashed last October. The National Transportation Safety Board said the engine and various other parts of the aircraft will be stored and catalogued in
a hangar at Quonset by the NTSB and FBI investigators. The NTSB has yet to determine the cause of the crash that killed all 217 passengers on board. Approximately
70 percent of the aircraft was recovered in December. The amount of aircraft recovered in this latest mission is unknown.
• $26,000 in funding for a new gun safety program under the U.S. Housing and Urban Development Agency has allowed Pawtucket Police to .organize two gun
buyback programs.

• A survey released in Newsweek has ranked Rhode Island among the worst states when it comes to computer access in local schools. The student to computer ratio
in Rhode Island is poor and far below the national average.
-Compiled by Kristin Stanley ’01
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Free speech forum draws 400 to ’64 Hall Marijuana
the panel, he also mentioned that “my
purpose was to have an objective
discussion. We did not want the
Administration to be the issue.”
Dineen opened his presentation by
citing instances of free speech issues that
have occurred on other college,
campuses, including Brown and Yale
Universities. He further noted that “the
courts cannot impose the First
Amendment on a private institution. The
First Amendment applies to government
and government agencies.”
Hudson was next to speak, and as a
member of the PC community, expressed
concerns about the nature of the
punishment of the three students and the
state of the College in general.
“Our Administrators seem to have
grabbed for the judicial robes hanging
on their office doors and overlooked
completely the teaching robes hanging
next to them. The administration has
ignored a teaching moment... for our
entire scholarly community,” he stated.
In explanation of the suspensions, Fr.
Smith commented, “Obviously it was
one of the most difficult decisions I’ve
made as President. I met with the three
students twice . . . and I met with the
parents of one of the students; they are
heart-rendering kinds of things to do. I
made the decision I felt I had to make
and it was extremely painful to do.” He
also noted that “at no moment did I ever
consider this to be a violation of free
expression.”
Sr. Shaughnessy extended Dineen’s
statement in her argument, commenting
that “academic freedom ... is and can
be limited in a religious institution.”
Students’ rights at a private institution
“come in contract laws and statutory
laws,” she continued, implying the
handbook.
However, Shaughnessy created a
stirring at the close of her speech by
stating, “The door is always unlocked on
the inside. You can always leave the

-Continued from page 4private institution and enter a public
institution where the rules are decidedly
different.”
In response to the “unlocked door
policy,” Hudson later stated at the forum,
“I get upset when I hear this notion that
the door is unlocked, leave. I don’t think
it’s an option realistically for most people
in a strong, loving community of
scholarship, and I don’t think it’s an
option we should encourage.”
Fr. Smith regards this “policy” as “not
my choice of words. I do not want
students to leave Providence College.
We are very clear about who we are and
what our philosophy of education is.
This is who we are, and I would like to
invite every student who comes here to
look at who we are... before they come
here.”
Whitcomb was the final panelist to
speak, and not taking the podium, said
from his seat, “The PC students who
made the abortion flyers... had the right
to do what they did, and PC had the right,
and perhaps felt the obligation, to punish
them for it.”

debate

dialogue.”
Dr. Eric Hirsch, Professor of
Sociology, raised the question of a biased
-Continued from page 2disciplinary committee, which currently
consists of administrators only. He son would develop cancer and have to
asked, “Wouldn’t it make more sense to undergo terrible side effects from
have a tri-apartheid disciplinary chemotherapy and radiation. Someone
committee, with faculty, students, and suggested that the doctor give his son
Administration? Should a disciplinary marijuana after his treatments, in order
officer... be the one to make a decision to stop the suffering and loss of appetite.
about what’s considered offensive to According to Hagar, this worked and the
doctor proceeded to write a book entitled
members of the community?”
“Well, we’ve had that in the past,” Marijuana Reconsidered.
“If you smoke marijuana it is going
said Smith. “It goes through cycles as to
which mode is better. I don’t think they to do damage to your lungs and throat,
(the Administration) are opposed. There but it is not going to give you cancer or
have been different models in the past even reduce your lifespan. Stress is the
biggest killer on the planet. Marijuana
too.”
The largest concern addressed during is the least harmful stress reducer aside
the night, however, was the lack of from physical exercise,” Hagar stated.
communication between the PC Hagar said that marijuana can be used
Administration and the rest of the to help the sufferings of asthma, multiple
community and the alleged disregard the sclerosis, epilepsy, migraines, menstrual
Administration has for student and cramps, insomnia, anorexia and bulimia.
In regards to why these sick people
faculty concerns.
One student stated, “I think the point can not have “the plant,” Hagar said, “(it
should not only be that we address is because of how) the pharmaceutical
The forum was then opened to questions to the panel and say things, but companies and the health care system are
questions for the panel, and upon student also that we be listened to... to actually made up.” Hagar stated that The
Partnership for a Drug Free America is
request, comments from the floor.
get a response.”
Students and faculty members alike
“I listen very carefully, in fact,” funded by one of the largest
stood to share their views on current responded Fr. Smith. “There’s a pharmaceutical companies in America.
campus issues. From questioning difference between listening and doing “When profits are more important than
posting regulations and actions of the what they want done. Sometimes, I can’t the welfare of the people, it’s time to say
Administration to inquiring about the do that. Everything I can do within the you’re crossing the line,” he added.
Hagar also described the envir
formation of gay/lesbian groups on general resources of the College, I will
onmental benefits of cannabis, citing the
campus and the importance of the Virgin do, some things I can’t.”
He continued, citing faculty meet paper industry. He stated that for every
Mary as a venerated symbol, the forum
strayed from discussing the limits of free ings, Student Congress meetings, four acres of trees used in twenty years,
“Conversations with the President,” and one acre of cannabis could produce just
speech in a private institution.
The intent of the students who printed open appointments. “I’m about as as much paper.
Hagar cautioned the student
the flyers was also discussed, to which available as anybody. There are a lot of
Fr. Smith responded, “I have not been different constituencies I have heard audience. “This (college) is the most
important time of your life. If you’re
persuaded that the three men were from.”
Fr. Smith explained that he would like spending your time smoking pot
attempting to strike up a dialogue. If they
were not caught, they would have to sponsor more forums in the future “if everyday...you don’t need to be in
remained anonymous. The email they they’re respectful, open discussions of college to do that. Marijuana is a very
sent out to select members of the student issues” and do not “end up getting into powerful medicine and it can be abused.
Marijuana, page 7
body also was not in the tone of gripe sessions either.”
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Sovereign Bank overcomes initial divestiture setbacks
-Continued from page 1some of its branches in Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut and New
Hampshire in order to ensure
competition in the marketplace.
Sovereign Bank of the Philadelphia area
purchased these branches, and this past
Monday the first round of divestitures
took place,” stated Jim Schepker, a Fleet
spokesperson from Hartford.
The divestiture resulted in the
creation of Sovereign Bank New
England, a branch of Sovereign Bank,
which is headquartered in Pennsylvania.
Schepker said that Sovereign Bank is
currently the third largest bank in the
New England region and twenty-seventh
largest in the United States.
“It went as smooth as most
conversions go,” stated Coleman. “We
had a group that worked almost around
the clock to help with any problems. For
example, our call center was receiving
so many calls that we decided to add
more people. Initially there were 200
people answering calls and now there are
over 270.”
On Monday, March 28, Fleet
announced that it would prohibit its
former customers that had been
transferred to Sovereign New England
from returning.
“The policy was instated in order to
promote competition in New England,”
said Schepker. “The idea was to give
Sovereign a chance in the region and not
to encourage Sovereign customers to
return to FleetBoston.”
The decision produced a barrage of
concerns and criticism from the public,
and after review, the policy was
withdrawn. Schepker explained that
Fleet did not divulge the policy until
Monday because the company had
agreed not to solicit Sovereign customers
for a full two years and was limited in
what it could say about the divestiture.
The Providence Journal on Monday
and Tuesday of last week described the
myriad of problems that had occurred
due to the conversion. Many Rhode
Island residents had problems with ATM
transactions, improper account balances,
and Sovereign’s Internet banking
system. These difficulties were
compounded by the fact that Sovereign
Bank initially experienced problems
with their customer service line due to
an influx of calls.
Students and faculty at Providence
College were notified of the conversion
by way of flyers the week of March 20.
The divestiture affects Providence
College because the ATM located in
lower Slavin was formerly a BankBoston
machine and has since been changed to
Sovereign.
“Providence College, and we here at
Financial Services, were concerned
about this conversion and wanted to
make sure students, staff, and faculty

were not hurt by it. We knew what the
banks were trying to do, and knew they
were applying a lot of resources to make
it happen right. But something of this
magnitude has never been done
anywhere in the country to my
knowledge, and well, we here at PC
thought we’d like to be prepared,” stated
Jackie White, Associate Vice President
of Finance at Providence College.
“There were some bumps in the road,
but Sovereign worked with us. They
were aware of our concerns and they
helped us.” White said that Sovereign
Bank came to Providence College on
four occasions and was readily available
over the phone.
“Our main concern was that students
have access to their money when they
need it. Since PC is not a bank, we didn’t

have a way to get students access to their
money or force more bank tellers to
come to PC. But we felt the need to tell
students when the ATMs and the
branches might close, when old ATM
cards might not work, etc.,” said White.
She added that Sovereign had scheduled
to distribute their information packets by
March 20 but many of the packets did
not arrive until March 23, when the
conversion had already begun.
She explained that there were some
concerns regarding payroll at the
College. “We wanted to make sure that
the students had their checks and direct
deposits on time so that they could have
money for the weekend,” stated White.
“Mike Frasier, the Vice President of
Finance, was tremendous and so was the
Payroll Department. They worked hard

to make it happen,” said White.
“I think the problems (at Providence
College) were transparent to everyone
else. We recognized from our experience
what might happen and then we
approached Sovereign Bank to make
sure that they didn’t happen,” said Mike
Frasier, Vice President of Finance.
White said that the efforts of the
school to make the conversion go
smoothly had apparently paid off,
because she had not received any calls
from students who had experienced
problems.
“Everything worked out just fine. I
was away the weekend that it took place
so I didn’t have any problems. I have
the same ID number, the only real
difference is the new checks,” stated
Kate Addeo ’02.
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Senior
Week

-Continued from page 3find a place that will accommodate 1,100
people, so we had to start early,”
explained Debra Costello ’00, Chair of
the Formal Committee. “Once that was
done, we found the entertainment and the
DJ, which was pretty easy.”
Although students need to find their
own transportation to this event, they
must stay overnight in the hotel. “We
rented out 150 rooms for our students,
which were filled quickly. Some had to
go to the Weston, Radisson and other
hotels in the area,” said Costello.
At the brunch on Friday, students will
be shown their class video, comprised
of pictures provided by their classmates
at various drop-offs throughout the year.
Each student that attends the brunch will
receive a copy of the class video.
Senior Weeks in the past have been
successful and both the Commencement
Core and seniors hope that this year’s
will be the same. “I’m psyched and really
excited. People in the past always said it
was good. I was a freshman when my
sister was a senior, so I’ve been waiting
for this for four years,” Carco remarked.
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Marijuana Poor election turnout examined
debate
-Continued from page 1-

-Continued from page 5Those who abuse it don’t even get high.
If you find yourself doing bad things to
get marijuana, (it’s) the first sign that you
are an abuser.”
“(However) if you use marijuana at
sunset on Friday night after you have all
your stuff done.. .and you sit around with
your friends... and you pass that cannabis
from hand to hand, it can help you be
telepathic with each other.”
Hagar discussed the imprisonment of
marijuana users with frustration. There
are about two million people in jail now
and before the drug war there were about
two hundred thousand. “The people
coming out of jail (for marijuana use)
are not rehabilitated people.” Therefore,
he concluded jail time is not an effective
solution to what some consider a

problem with marijuana use.
“Judges’ hands are tied because the
drug war is designed to destroy the
counter culture.” Hagar stated that the
old scapegoat for the government was'
communists and today they have been
replaced with the illegal drug user.
“This war has been going on for
twenty years.. .it’s time to say enough,”
Hagar stated.

Paid Advertisement

ATTENTION PC SENIORS:
“The Thomas U. Mullaney, O.P., S TM Prize
for the Best Essay on Thomism”
AH PC seniors arc invited to submit an original essay on
Thomism of 3,500 - 5,000 words (typed and double-spaced).
A $500 cash prize will be awarded from an endowed fund
established by Dr, Leon J. Podles '68 of Baltimore, Maryland,
in honor of Rev. Thomas Urban Mullaney, 0,P., S.T.M,

Deadline: All entries are to be submitted to the Theology
Department Office in St. Joseph Hall no later than 3:00 p.tn.
on Friday, April 14,2000.
This annual competition is open to all graduating seniors of
Providence College. The essay should be an original
exposition of some facet of Thomistic philosophy or theology’
and must be 3,500 - 5,000 words (typed and double-spaced),
Cash award and an appropriate commemorative item will be
presented at the Senior Awards event. The recipient will be
notified by May 1, 2000, or within 10 days of the actual
award ceremony.
Paid Advertisement

Anselmo, who is satisfied with the
work of student organizations, also noted
that “people on this campus
complain.. .and then they don’t vote.”
Limited campaigning also contri
buted to low voter turnout, added Steve
Muzrall ’02, the newly voted Executive
Vice-President of Student Congress.
Few candidate posters were seen on
campus because most candidates ran
unopposed. “A lot of people, because
they were uncontested, didn’t bother to
make posters,” stated Muzrall.
“There were so few people running
(that there were) so few posters on
campus...I don’t think a lot of people
even knew that elections were going on,”
said Katie Miller ’01, recently elected
to BOP Secretary.
Because of recent posting regulations
throughout campus, advertisement for
the election was further limited.
However, table tents, mailbox flyers, and
emails publicized the event to students.
A candidate debate was held at Stuart’s
on March 28, but the turnout was low.
“It was a shame there weren’t more
people there,” said Hebert.
“I personally didn’t know who I was
voting for,” said Jayne Desmond ’03.
Desmond voted because she felt obliged
to exercise the right to vote, but, as she
stated, “I didn’t have much knowledge
about the candidates.. .and there (wasn’t)
much of a selection,” she said.
Melfi pointed to limited candidate
eligibility as the cause for little
competition for office. Candidates are
usually upperclassmen who actively
served in their particular organization for
one year. These stipulations “drastically
cut down on who is eligible to run,”
stated Patrick Bench ’01, who was
recently elected Executive President of
Student Congress.
“Intimidated by the added res
ponsibility,” many chose not to run for
Executive Board positions, added
Christine Connolly ’01, Executive
Treasurer of Student Congress. Many
do not run for these offices because they
feel they will be unable to fulfill
obligations, she said. According to
Connolly, who served as Class of ’01
Treasurer for two years, many are
discouraged from running for Executive
Treasurer of Student Congress because
it is a more demanding position. For
example, Connolly is now in charge of
allocating the student activity fee
amongst 50 campus organizations.
Bench also attested to the increased
obligations that are required of an
Executive Board official, as opposed to
a class official. “There’s no question
(that) there’s a lot more responsibility,
but there’s also a lot more opportunity
to help out with student needs (as an
Executive Board member)” said Bench.
“Class office is definitely a lot of work,
but (being part of the) Executive Board
becomes a large part of your daily
routine,” he added.
Executive Board officials not only
oversee and plan yearly activities and
attend numerous committee meetings,
they also serve as liaisons to the
Administration. “Any time you hear the
name Executive Board, it’s intimidating.
We have a commitment to more people
(and) we’re responsible for the success
of the organization,” said Connolly.
Although Connolly said that student
voters develop a “negative perception
that you (unopposed candidates) are not
as qualified because you got it (the
position) by default,” she attested to the
newly elected Executive Board officials’

credibility. Connolly pointed to Bench,
who has had three years’ experience as
Class of ’01 President, and Muzrall, who
served as the Student Congress
Chairperson for Legislative Affairs. “I
feel like everyone (who ran unopposed)
is extremely competent in their
position,” said Connolly. She also
pointed to qualified candidates who ran
for positions on the Intramural Athletic
Board, BOP, and the Board of
Multicultural Student Affairs.
However, Miller, one of four
candidates who ran unopposed, noted the
advantages of running in a competitive
race. Competition definitely sharpened
her campaign skills and increased her
desire for the position, she said.
“If someone was running against
me, I would have (had) more goals,” said
Jen Dean ’01, who won Board of Club
Sports President. She noted that
unopposed candidates did not have
significant pressure, which often serves
as a motivator during campaigns.
In comparison to the low voter
turnout for the Executive Board
elections, a larger percentage of students
is expected to cast their vote in the April
12 class elections. Melfi predicts a voter
turnout of approximately 25 to 30
percent for the freshman class.
Increased voter participation in the
upcoming class elections is attributed to
greater competition for class office,
according to Melfi. A larger amount of
students run in class elections because,
in comparison to the Executive Board
elections, more students are eligible for
candidacy. Whereas Executive Board
election candidates are usually
upperclassmen who have had experience
in the club for which they want to
represent, any student in a particular
class may run for office.
“You never know whose name you’ll
see on the ballot. Anybody can run for
anything. It’s a lot more exciting,” said
Bench.
Melfi pointed to the large amount of
competitive races amongst current
freshmen. For example, three students
are running for President of the Class of
’03 and four are vying for Class
Treasurer. In comparison to the number
of Class of ’02 candidates in class
elections as freshmen, Connolly added
that “this is a lot better showing than last
year.”
However, competition is lacking am
ongst upperclassmen. Every junior class
race has only one candidate. The race
for Class of’02 Secretary and Treasurer
are also uncontested.
According to Melfi, increased cam
paigning for class office prompts a
greater percentage of students to vote in
class elections (as opposed to the
Executive Board elections) as well.
Students will be reminded to vote by
candidate posters and “more door-todoor campaigning.. .in the places where
(candidates) expect (students in) their
class to be,” said Melfi. For examples,
freshman candidates campaign in typical
“freshman” dorms, such as McVinney,
Raymond and Fennell Hall. While
advocating for themselves, candidates
simultaneously remind students to vote
in the elections.
Class elections will take place on
April 12. A candidate debate will
precede on April 11 at 5 p.m. on Slavin
lawn. Students can take a closer look at
candidates on the Mascot network,
which includes candidate profiles and
allows students to submit debate
questions.

A message from Security
Do not bring your car back to campus after the Easter Recess if
you do not have a valid sticker. There are no spaces available.
Towing Fee $45.00
Storage Fee $25.00
Thank you for your cooperation.
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Columbine

The World

in brief...

One year later
by Alicia

Nidetz ’02

World Staff

As the one year anniversary of the
Columbine High School massacre ap
proaches, schools across the country
continue to search for new and sufficient
ways to prevent such a tragedy from
happening on their own school grounds.
On Tuesday April 20, 1999 two Col
umbine students, Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold, shot thirteen fellow students

one of strict rules and harsh penalties;
the philosophy being if you make a big
deal out of small incidents, you will be
able to avoid the larger ones. In the city
schools anyone carrying a knife, gun, or
other type of weapon will be expelled.
Metal detectors were installed and po
licemen now patrol the halls of the most
potentially dangerous school buildings.
In March of 1998, after the
schoolyard shooting in Jonesboro, Ar
kansas, a panel of experts was assembled

USA
3 die in Florida jet crash

McCain in support of Guiliani

A Lear jet crashed on it’s approach to a
small airport on Wednesday in the
Florida panhandle, klllling three men
aboard. The twin engine aircraft crashed
and burned on the property of a federal
prison three miles north of Marianna.
The craft was owned by Dickerson As
sociates from South Carolina.

Senator John McCain hopped back on
the campaign bus, this time in support
of Mayor Rudolph Guiliani. The New
York mayor is in support of the same
independent and democratic vote that
made McCain such a media phenom
enon. Guiliani is running for United
States Senate candidacy.

International
Jailed Mexican wins prize

Rnssia .detains spy

Rodolfo Montiel, who organized peas
ants to block roadblocks after loggers
felled virgin forests near his village, was
awarded by Amnesty International for
his environmental activism. Montiel
was also imprisoned and tortured, ac
cused of drug and weapons crimes af
ter his environmental feat

Russia’s security service said Wednes
day that it had detained a US citizen and
a Russian accomplice for suspected es
pionage. The statement released said
that the American was the head of a pri
vate firm who has formerly worked for
US Intelligence. The Russian was said
to be a specialist in defense technology.

Health ai I Science
to death before committing suicide in
side of the school. The two perpetrators
were said to be members of the Trench
Coat Mafia, a small organization of stu
dents, who hated both minorities and
athletes.
The violent advances made by Har
ris and Klebold not only left behind a
mourning nation, but also an entity that
was eager to find out who was at fault.
Immediately following the shooting, the
National Rifle Association (NRA) took
immense heat from journalists, school
officials, and many governmental fig
ures around the country. In fact, imme
diately following the incident in Colo
rado, two of its state legislators had no
choice but to get rid of two bills con
cerning gun control issues. One of those
bills would have allowed the state to
override local ordinances concerning
gun control, and the other would have
made it easier to obtain permits to carry
concealed weapons.
President Clinton’s response to Col
umbine was “Parents should take this
moment to ask what else they can do to
shield our children from violent images
and experiences that warp young per
ceptions and obscure the consequences
of violence.”
In immediate response to the deadly
Columbine shooting, school systems
across the United States have been
forced to re-examine safety measures in
their schools and, in many cases, re-train
faculty on preventative measures in or
der to keep their buildings safe.
In New York City, the approach is

in order to find ways to prevent similar
advances from occurring. The group in
cluded Attorney General Janet Reno and
officials representing education and law
enforcement. The panel’s conclusions
found that mental health counseling, stu
dent problem solving, and after-school
programs should be at the center of pre
ventative measures.
Currently in Rhode Island, a focus on
prevention stands in the spotlight, and
unlike New York City public schools,
physical security does not play a role.
Instead, a more student-friendly atmo
sphere is the key link to prevention. “Our
goal is to create better links among stu
dents, counseling for prevention, and
friendlier places for students,” said
George McDonough, Coordinator for
Drug Free Schools in Rhode Island.
At Providence College, education
majors are taught ways to prevent in
school violence in order to keep deadly
events like Columbine from recurring.
Elementary Special Education major
Erik Wormwood ’02 said, “The teacher
needs to take physical or mental respon
sibility for the wellness of [his/her] stu
dents.” He also commented, “There
should be an awareness of treatment of
each individual student and an open en
vironment where kids feel comfortable.
Erik Wormwood entered Providence’s
Lima Brown Elementary School as a
science aid for three hours a week in a
past semester, and found that “The
teacher should create self-esteem build
ing tools.” When asked whether the Col
umbine shooting, among others, made

Estrogen tied to heart risk

House rejects Organ Donation

Researchers informed 25,000 women
taking part in a federal study of hormone
replacement therapy. Far from protect
ing the heart, the study found that the
therpay may have put women at a
slightly higer risk of heart disease.

The House approved legislation that
would block the President’s
administration's plans to revamp the
country’s organ allocation system. The
process would have allocated organs re
gardless of where the recipients live.

him nervous about his future career in
education, Erik made it clear that he is
not nervous at all because he is “aware
of the kind of environment a teacher cre
ates for the students and [he is] aware of
how to deal with problems.”
A study completed in 1998 showed
that ten percent of our nation’s schools
experienced at least one violent act in
the 1996-1997 school year which var
ied as murder, suicide, robbery, fights,
and even rape.
The most recent school shootings
have not been isolated in a specific part
of the country, in fact, shootings have
taken place in Washington, Oregon, Cali
fornia, Colorado, Alaska, Mississippi,
Arkansas, twice in Kentucky, Pennsyl
vania, Georgia, and Tennessee.
In a Gallup poll taken in response to
Columbine, results showed that forty
percent of students blamed themselves
for the shooting in Littleton, Colorado.
Only sixteen percent claimed it was per
sonal problems, seven percent said warn
ing signs were ignored and four percent
passed the blame on family and parents.
Out of 1,073 adult in the survey, fortyfive blamed parents and family, eleven
percent claimed personal problems, eight
percent said they had a lack of morals
and religion, and six percent blamed

media violence.
In the same poll, when asked what
could be done to prevent acts of violence
comparable to Columbine from happen
ing in their own area, twenty-four per
cent of students said better security
would help, eighteen percent claimed
counseling and communication would
help, another eighteen percent agreed
that tolerance and getting along would
be the greatest factor, and the last ten
percent said awareness would be effec
tive. When the adults were asked the
same question, thirty-two percent said
there needs to be more parental involve
ment and responsibility, sixteen percent
wanted more security at schools, twelve
percent insisted on better gun control
laws, and six percent thought that hav
ing more counselors available would be
helpful.
Even before the Columbine shooting
occurred, one foreigner said “America
is a culture of violence and Americans
love their guns more than they love their
children.” It is up to us to prove this per
son wrong, to instill in our children the
values of non-violence; to keep our
schools safe by learning from previous
mistakes like Columbine High and con
tinuing to brainstorm new ideas to ob
tain our safety goals.

Increases in minority freshmen
despite no affirmative action
by

Kim Cutrone ’00

World Editor

An unexpected rise in the number
of Black, Hispanic, and American
Indian freshman registered to enter the
University of California next fall has
been recorded, rebounding from the
abolishment of race based admission
policies three years ago.
In 1995, the University of California:

voted to prohibit race and sex based
admission decisions. The policy was
implemented in 1998. Proposition 209,
passed by California voters in 1996,
prohibits the consideration of race and
sex in hiring, contracting and university
admissions.
Although the numbers show a
significant jump in minority students,
racial disparity is still present at the
university’s other flagship campuses at

Berkeley, San Diego, and Santa Barbara.
The minority percentage at these
campuses will decrease by a 17.6 percent
margin in the fall of2000, falling from
18.8 in 1997, which was also the final
year for affirmative action.
Tabulations show a rise to 7,336
minority freshman next fall among all
eight campuses. This number rises from
7,236 in 1997. The number of black,
Hispanic and American Indian students

at Irvine, Riverside and Santa Cruz:
campuses will increase to a staggering
6,650 this fall, from a former 4,822 in
1997.
“1 think the numbers over all
demonstrate that the absence of racial
preference, also known as affirmative
action, does not mean that minority kids
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Anti-trust case
end in sight
Accusations high during talks
by

Mike Speight ’03

World Staff

The beginning of the end of
Microsoft’s anti-trust case is in sight. On
Saturday, Federal Appeals Judge
Richard Posner announced that talks to
settle the case of nineteen states and the
U.S. Justice Department against
Microsoft had broken down. The
differences between the two sides were
“too deep seated to be bridges”
according to Posner. With all attempts
at reaching a settlement exhausted, the
case was sent to a Federal judge for a
verdict.
Each side accused the other for the
breakdown. Microsoft Chairman Bill
Gates claimed that disagreements
between the lawyers of the opposing
side were the reason for the reason the
talks failed. Government sources
asserted that Microsoft’s reluctance to
make any concessions on its
stranglehold of the computer industry
was the reason the talks failed.
The government’s verdict came late
Monday afternoon. U.S. District Judge
Thomas Penfield Jackson issued a 50
page ruling that Microsoft is in violation
of two sections of the Sherman Antitrust
Act, which forbids a monopoly of a
product. Microsoft’s business practices
constituted an “oppressive thumb on the
scale of competitive fortune” according
to Judge Jackson.
If Microsoft had been able to settle
with the government the tarnish of this
Federal verdict would have been
avoided. Some damage was already
apparent. Microsoft’s stock dropped
14.7 percent to close at 90 7/8 on
Monday afternoon, before the verdict
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was even handed down. Gates said his
company plans to appeal the verdict.
The trial will enter the remedy phase
in the next few weeks. Testimony will
be heard from both sides will be heard
in order to decide an appropriate
punishment for Microsoft. The penalties
could range from fines to braking up the
company into several separate
companies. This was the fate of other
corporations such as Standard Oil and
more recently AT&T after the
government concluded that they were
controlling an unfair monopoly.
Microsoft’s specific infraction was
unlawfully tying its Web browser, called
the Internet Explorer, to its Windows
operating system. Microsoft’s defense
was that its browser was one of
Window’s features and therefore should
be included in the operating system.
Jackson ruled this argument had no merit
because there was consumer demand for
a version of Windows without the
browser.
Bill Gates responded to the verdict
by adamantly denying any wrong doing.
“This ruling turns on its head the reality
that consumers know - that our software
has helped make PCs affordable to
millions.” Justice Department AntiTrust Chief Joel Klein was satisfied by
the verdict. “The decision will benefit
consumers and stimulate competition
and innovation in the high-tech industry”
he claimed.
Companies who had taken the brunt
of Microsoft’s practices, including Apple
Computerinc. and Intel Corp., now have
the option to sue Microsoft. The
competitor that Microsoft seemed to
directly target was Netscape, whose
Navigator was rival to the Internet
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Explorer. Jackson found that Microsoft
ensured their browser would be
dominant “with contractual, and later,
technological shackles.” These included
not allowing Windows to be licensed by
computer makers who included the
Navigator in the PC desktop and
threatening to withhold price discounts.
Last November Jackson issued his
preliminary ruling which stated that
Microsoft controlled a monopoly that
was detrimental to its competitors,
harmed consumers, and discouraged
innovation. The verdict issued Monday
confirmed these practices broke the law.
This case has been a very lengthy
one. Wrangling between the government
and Microsoft began as far back as 1991
when the Federal Trade Commission
began to investigate accusations of
Microsoft’s monopoly of operating
systems for PCs. The two parties
negotiated for some time before
reaching an impasse, this resulted in
one of the largest anti-trust acts to be
filed on may 18,1998. The European
Union launched its own probe of
Microsoft in February of this year.
Political reaction to the verdict has
varied. Democratic Senator Robert
Torcelli spoke out against breaking up
Microsoft, calling the company “a
tremendous national asset.” Republican
candidateGeorge W. Bush has also been
critical of the government’s case while
Al Gore has supported it.
The outcome of this case is not certain
by any means. There will still be months
of litigation ahead before a decision
about the company’s fate is determined.
Sources:Nytimes.com, CNN.com, The
Washington Post

-continued from page 8will not be educated at one of the best
educational facilities in the country”,
says Ward Connerly, the regent who
led the campaign to end race
preference in university admissions.
“They’ll just be redistributed to less
competitive campuses.”
The change in admissions process
has influenced the university to focus
on outreach programs to address
disparities at underperforming
schools. These programs main goal
is to improve the caliber of the
teachers and inform students of what
is required for a college admission.
Several policies have also been
established which guarantee the top 4
percent of graduates in each high
school a place at the University of
California if they meet admissions
requirements.
“It’s heartening to see some
progress being made,” says Bill
Bagley, a regent who opposed the
abolition of affirmative action. “I do
acknowledge that the administration
is trying very hard with our outreach
program. Nonetheless, there is still a
generation being lost of qualified
minority students until the outreach
program is perfected and until we do
more to equalize high school
preparations.”
Concerned about a loss of talent,
Bagley says, “Very high-quality, top
of the line minority graduate students
are choosing to go to places like
Harvard, Yale and Stanford for two
reasons: one, they’re recruited, and
two, they’re suffering from the feeling
we don’t want them here.”

* California was one of the first
states in the US to adopt Proposition
209 in an effort to establish an equal
distribution of minorities in it’s state
universities.

Source: NY Times
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Every day, people express themselves
in many forums, using many methods.
Some people choose the proper meth
ods and forums for expressing their
views and others do not. Hopefully, the
students who decided to post pro-choice
fliers on Providence College’s campus
have learned a lesson. Freedom of
speech comes at a cost. There are ap
propriate methods and forums to express
individual feelings regarding abortion.
Posting pro-choice fliers on a Catholic
college campus is not the best way to
voice an opinion, or gain support. I feel
it necessary to state the obvious... Provi
dence College is not a public school, it
is a private, Catholic college. Portico
beliefs go against the very foundation of
this Catholic community. Did the stu
dents who posted and supported the post
ing of the pro-choice fliers expect the
administration of this academic institu
tion to sit by silently? If these students
expected passivity from the PC admin
istration, they were truly naive.
As I said before, freedom of speech
is not free. In the “free” country we live,
people cannot say anything they want
without consequence. Take the follow
ing example...An airport is not the place
to joke about bombs, hidden weapons,
or hi-jacking airplanes. People at air

ports are free to make any statements
they desire, but they must also realize
there will be consequences to suffer. If
a person is at an airport and wishes to
make a comment about bombing or hi
jacking an airplane, they are perfectly
able to do so, but these same people must
realize they will be detained and possi
bly arrested. Punishment is the conse
quence for inappropriate free speech.
Similarly, if a student, or group of indi
viduals, decide to post pro-choice fliers
on the campus of a private, Catholic col
lege, they must not be surprised by the
backlash! Suspension is a natural con
sequence of this inappropriate behavior.
One of the wonderful benefits of liv
ing in America is the freedom to hold
individual beliefs. These outwardly spo
ken, pro-choice students need to recog
nize the fact that the method and forum
they chose to express their opinions was
inappropriate. The reaction of the “per
secuted”, outspoken student group is
typical of today’s society. Fewer and
fewer people are willing to accept re
sponsibility for their actions. Certain
students have chosen a method and fo
rum of expression that precipitates pun
ishment. If the administration at Provi
dence College reacted any differently
than suspending the students in question,

Editorial Board 2000-2001
Announcement
Editor-in-Chief, Caylen Macera ’01
Associate Editor-in-Chief, Joe Creamer ’01
Managing Editor, Nancy Sreca ’01
Advertising Manager, Lee Mclaughlin ’01
News Editor, Ryan Ainscough ’02
World Editor, Kim Cutrone ’00
Arts & Entertainment Editor, Jessica Tabak ’01
Features Editor, Tracy Kennedy ’02
Sports Editor, John Zilch ’01
Circulation Manager, Sarah Regina ’02
Copy Editor, Jen ZuWalick ’02

the college would and should come un
der fire for tolerating something that goes
against the very basis of its foundation.
This letter is not a lecture of pro
choice, or pro-life. The students who are
in question regarding this event have
chosen to act in a certain way and should
now be willing to pay the consequence
of these actions. They should not have
expected anything less than the punish
ment received. By choosing the posting
of pro-choice fliers on PC’s campus, the
students in question have exhibited ex
treme short-sightedness. Perhaps many
state-run, or non-religious institutions of
academia, would tolerate and perhaps
encourage such pro-choice discussion.
Rightfully so, when confronted by the
same situation, the administration of any
Christian, private, academic institution
would react the same way PC’s admin
istration has acted. These students have
exercised free speech, now they must
pay the price.
In the future, please do not tarnish the
reputation of an excellent academic in
stitution by drawing the attention of the
national media in the name of ignorance
and short sightedness.

Michael Vodarsik ’93
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Not short for Bring
Da Booze
by

Dan Reed ‘02

slow dancing with
their dates should
re-consider their
drinking habits. If
I choose to attend
my Junior Ring

Asst. Commentary Editor

When you are forced to detox in
Stuart’s, don’t blame the school. When
you pile onto a bus and have someone
vomit on you, don’t say you are
mistreated. PC students have earned this
treatment, and continue to prove they
deserve no respect, either from the
administration or from the places which
host events for the school.
With this year’s Blind Date Balls
looming, we can expect more tales of bad
behavior from PC students. This year’s
junior class held its formal dance in the
Rhode Island Convention Center. Many
students stated that they were upset with
the low quality of the room, a room that
many believe was reserved for the PC
students because of their poor reputation.
This is far from an isolated incident.
Virtually every formal event that the
college hosts has its own horror story.
Several fights broke out at the Blind Date
Balls last year, (I don’t know if any were
reported, but several of my friends
returned with war wounds) and other
minor mishaps occured. The JRW for
the class of 2000 was likewise marred,
by most accounts. I will not even address
the Stag, an annual event which seems
designed to spawn problems.
What, you may ask, could cause a
group of overdressed students to become
a bunch of loud, obnoxious barbarians?
Booze. Forthose who just emerged from
the tunnel system under lower campus,
alcohol is an integral part of formal
dance preparation at Providence College.
Pre-event drinking usually follows a
reward system: take a shower, do a shot;
iron your shirt, do a shot; get dressed,
do a shot...the more things you need to
do to prepare, the more plastered you can

Drunkenness
at a formal
occasion looks
about as good as
300 guys in
Will Barbie’s BDB dream date be ruined by booze?
suits trying to
“Get Jiggy With It.” Those who find Weekend, I would rather remember
themselves barely able to stand while having a good time with my date than

look back upon my intimate time bent
over the toilet vomiting. There is no
excuse for attending such an event
intoxicated, and those who choose not
to do so (both of them) probably do not
appreciate it.
Our student body’s reputation as a
bunch of drunken louts has limited the
venues that will host Providence
College events. Venues in Boston, a
city which is home to more colleges
than any other metropolitan area in the
nation, have effectively banned us
from holding our JRW there. Clearly,
the Convention Center does not look
upon us too highly, or they might
provide a decent room for our events.
This past year, the JRW’s organizers
had a rather limited choice of venues
and booked the informal dance in
Worcester. The drunken PC masses
were left to ride yellow school buses
for about an hour to reach their
destination. Since our behavior
* there was less than impressive,
organizers may need to book next
years events outside of New
England.
At the risk of being a killjoy, I
reccommend we start sobering up
for these events. There is no reason
why the student body cannot have
a good time without alcohol abuse.
By all means, go drinking
whenever you can (I do), but not
when the reputation of the school
is on the line. Keeping our formal
dances dry will restore our
reputation
with
both
the
administration and with local
venues. If you feel compelled to
drink heavily just because you put
on a suit, reconsider your excessive
alcohol use for a night. Your liver
needs a break anyway.

Anti-Catholicism tacitly permitted
Erin Simmeth ’03
Commentary Staff

Providence College has recently been
rocked by a divisive debate over the
suspension of three students for posting
their notorious “immaculate concept”
fliers. As stated in President Philip
Smith’s own letter to the Providence
College Community, the “President’s
Forum,” held in Slavin ’64 Hall last
Thursday, March 23, was an attempt on
the part of the administration to handle
the heated controversy, which evolved
from “issues of free speech and
appropriate respect for venerated
religious symbols and important
religious doctrines.” However, instead
of cooling the hot springs of debate
currently searing the PC community, the
President’s Forum seems to have brought
to light some of the divisive issues that
exist on campus. Specifically, a great
debate has been staged between the
limitation and negotiation of the
boundaries of acceptability and respect,
and the pure ideal of free speech in the
spirit of the First Amendment.
The debate has become focused on
freedom of speech, which is supposedly
limited on our campus. However, there
is a lack of comprehension on both sides
of the issue. Would there be such an
uproar if the students had been
suspended for posting anti-gay signs? Or
if three PC students were suspended for
putting up pro-nazi symbols on the doors
to Moore Hall? Would these suspensions
still be considered threats to our freedom
of speech? Or would such statements fall
under the category of “acceptably
unacceptable?” The truth is, there is a

wonderfully low tolerance for any signs
of those prejudices which have become
unacceptable according to the cultural
embrace of political correctness.
However, one pervasive form of
discrimination has somehow remained
acceptable even to the most “PC”
activists. Somehow, even those modem
minds that abhor forms of discrimination
such as anti-Semitism, racism,
homophobia, and sexism remain
unmoved by anti-Catholicism.
I believe that many people do not

to see him accept the Christ of the Cross,
leave the false system that has enslaved
his soul, and enjoy the freedom of sins
forgiven that is available to any of us in
Christ alone.”
Catholics experience this prejudice
in the political arena in particular. We
have only elected one Catholic president,
John F. Kennedy. Another more recent
example was the controversy over the
nomination of a Catholic priest for the
House Chaplain. Father Tim O’Brien
garnered the most votes out of the three

Somehow, even those modern minds
that abhor forms of discrimination,
such as anti-Semitism, racism,
homophobia, and sexism, remain
unmoved by anti-Catholicism.
even realize the extent to which this
prejudice exists in our society. Both ends
of the ideological spectrum at times
display a perceivable mistrust or
frustration with the Catholic Church and
its faithful. The fundamental,
conservative “religious right” finds the
Catholic belief in the Pope’s authority
threatening and unacceptable. For
example, George W. Bush recently may
have alienated Catholic voters after
visiting the staunchly fundamental Bob
Jones University. This South Carolina
school posts offensive anti-Catholic
doctrines on its Web page. They assert
prejudices, such as, “We love the
practicing Catholic and earnestly desire

leading nominees from a bipartisan
commission appointed to find a new
House chaplain, but the House
Leadership voted to appoint a
Presbyterian minister, Rev. Charles
Wright. The Democrats implied that
the GOP was anti-Catholic for
appointing Rev. Wright.
As a
compromise, a different Catholic priest,
Rev. Daniel Coughlin was appointed in
March after the controversy threatened
to cost the GOP a substantial portion of
the Catholic vote in November. The
mistrust of Catholicism stems from a
basic misunderstanding of the faith and
what it means to the Church. The truth
is that it is possible to be both Catholic

and libertarian. Humanist values such as
freedom of speech are not diametrically
opposed to the Catholic belief in papal
authority. In fact, St. Thomas Aquinas
wrote in Question 58, Article 1 of his
Summa Theologica that justice means
“Rendering to each his right.” In
addition the doctrine of papal infallibility
is limited specifically to issues of
Catholic faith and morals, and Church
teachings on issues such as abortion are
actually linked to moral tradition and not
to papal decree. In truth, the doctrine of
papal infallibility has only been used
twice in the history of the Catholic
Church: ironically, the first was on the
truth of the Immaculate Conception of
Mary, and the second was on the
Assumption of Mary into Heaven.
The issue on campus involving the
“immaculate concept” fliers involves
more than a student’s right to raise
controversy on campus. It has raised the
question of whether or not an antiCatholic bias should be tolerated while
similar prejudices against other groups
would never be accepted. Anti-Catholic
sentiments do abound in our culture,
whether or not people are sensitive to
their existence. At Providence College,
a Catholic institution, students ought to
be aware of the weight of their
statements against the Church, which
founded our school. The boundaries of
offense must necessarily be extended to
include the slandering of a most holy
person, which can not be protected under
the guise of free speech. The spirit of the
First Amendment can certainly flourish
in our community, but not in order to
allow deliberate discrimination against
any group.
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Pope Pius XII’s decision saved lives
Dave Holman ’03
Commentary Staff____________________

Appearance: That Pope John Paul Il’s
failure to apologize for Pope Pius XII’s
silence during the Holocaust is somehow
a perpetuation of Pius’s horrible sin of
omission. Reality: John Paul II should
not apologize for something that was not
wrong. Pius XII’s official silence
allowed him to save the lives of countless
Jews, Catholics, and others.
Debate over Pope Pius XII’s official
silence over the Holocaust has been
rekindled lately. This has come in light
of John Paul Il’s apology for all acts of
persecution by the Catholic Church over
the last 2000 years, the recent publication
of the book Hitler's Pope and a CBS 60
Minutes report on that book. Such
controversy is quite understandable, but
in the absence of any substantial
mainstream defense of Pius XII and the
Church, one is necessary here. Acts of
horror such as the Holocaust should be
publicly deplored. The Church has
repeatedly condemned the Holocaust
since World War II. Pope Pius XII had
the option of raining public protest of the
Holocaust on Berlin during the war.
Because of the difference between
appearance and reality, though, that
option was purely theoretical but
realistically dangerous.
What would such a protest have done
for the Jews in Nazi-occupied Europe?
Since Hitler’s Germany was already at
war with everyone around them and the
protest would be coming from within
Axis Power territory, it would have been
brushed off at best. At best. Worst case
scenario is that the Vatican might have

been stormed by either Mussolini’s
troops or the Nazis when they occupied
Rome. An official at the German
Embassy to the Holy See during the war
would later write that those at the
embassy felt that a Vatican protest would
not have saved any lives and that Hitler
would have reacted violently and
irrationally to any menace. It would also
have brought bring far greater danger
to German Catholics already restricted
and under persecution, as evidenced by
the 3000 Catholic priests murdered in
concentration camps and the many Nazi
anti-Catholic regulations.

Pius XII’s official
silence allowed
him to save the
lives of countless
Jews, Catholics,
and others.
Silence or neutrality are not
appropriate words to describe Pius over
the Holocaust. As Eugenio Cardinal
Pacelli, he wrote Pius Xi’s 1937
encyclical “With burning anxiety,”
condemning the Nazi regime and its
racist tendencies. The American Israelite
called Pius XII’s 1939 encyclical, “On
the Unity of Human Society” his
“denunciation of Nazism.” While these
writings use roundabout terms that never
explicitly name Germany or the Nazis,
it was clear that he was condemning
them and them only.

The Nazis certainly knew what side
Pius XII was on. Their representatives
fought his election, and commented
afterwards in the Berlin Morgenpost and
the official SS newspaper that “he was
always opposed to Nazism” and that
“little hope is placed in him.” The
Canadian Jewish Chronicle celebrated
his election and the College of Cardinals’
rejection of Nazi influence and policies.
The Church’s actions in protection of
as many lives possible during the war
should also be noted. There were
numerous occasions on which the
Church forged travel documents for Jews
to flee their countries throughout the war.
All over Nazi Europe, the Church
allowed false mass conversion to
Catholicism, understanding that it was
solely to escape persecution, issuing over
80,000 forged baptism certificates.
On September 26, 1943, the Nazis
threatened to take 200 Roman Jews
hostage unless they could come up with
50 kilograms of gold in 36 hours. The
Jews secretly contacted the Vatican for
assistance and were granted an unlimited
loan of gold. Just following this, Pius
caught word that the Roman Jews were
about to be deported, gold or no gold,
and warned them. He then proceeded to
open St. Peters to the Roman Jews and
ordered all local Church institutions to
do the same. While 1075 Jews were
deported and most we’re murdered, the
Church hid and protected 4,715 Jews. In
1944, Pius stopped deportation of about
a quarter of Hungarian Jews with pleas
to the local government to end support
of the deportation.
The Jews certainly knew whose side
Pius XII was on. On site reports from

Italian Jews were incredibly grateful for
his actions. During the war, the Grand
Rabbi of Jerusalem personally thanked
the Pope for his known opposition to the
Holocaust and the Nazis. Upon Pius’
death in 1958, grief poured out from
Jewish sources all over the world,
including the World Jewish Congress,
The Jewish Post, and the Israeli UN
Ambassador.
It is difficult to understand exactly
when, how, or why the tide of opinion
shifted against’Pius and the facts. Some
have speculated that it came about with
a 1963 play that criticized the Pope for
alleged silence. It may just be popular
to criticize the Church nowadays, and
Vatican II might have allowed for some
more criticism from the popular culture.
But to demand now, the morning after,
that Pius should have completely
condemned the Holocaust publicly as
much as possible is simply unreasonable.
It again all comes down to
appearances and the reality. It would
make a nice, shiny appearance to know
in the comfort of 50 years later that Pius
condemned Hitler in fiery tones. The
reality would be nearly unfathomable.
Not only would Pius and the Church not
have been in the position to save as many
lives as they did, but the Vatican itself
would be gambling on martyrdom.
Although glorious, martyrdom does not
save any lives. On the contrary, people
die. In this case, many people would
have died. We should take heart, though,
that people are suddenly so interested in
what the Pope has to say. Maybe they
will start listening to him on issues such
as abortion, the death penalty, justice,
and peace.

Ban on flag burning not a cure-all
James Kabala ’02
Commentary Staff

Last week in the U.S. Senate an
amendment granting Congress the
power to outlaw flag burning failed
for the fifth time since 1989 to
achieve the two-thirds margin
necessary for passage. 1989 marked
the year in which the Supreme Court
ruled that state laws banning flag
burning
violated
the
First
Amendment. Such an amendment
has passed in the House of
Representatives three times, but has
never gotten through the Senate.
The amendment’s supporters mean
well, but their arguments are wrong
and fatally flawed.
Based on the statements made by
supporters, it seems that the chief
argument in favor of the amendment
is the improvement of the country’s
moral climate. The amendment
finds its chief supporter in Senator
Orrin Hatch (R-Utah), chairman of
the House Judiciary Committee and
an erstwhile, quixotic presidential
candidate. In 1995 Hatch declared
that, “this debate concerns our
judgment about what values are truly
at stake. It is about our sense of
national community.” Earlier this
year, he said that debate over the
amendment would provide students
with an opportunity to learn about
the flag and write essays about it.
His Democratic co-sponsor, Max
Cleland of Georgia, called the
amendment “a necessary first step in
our efforts to rebuild our faith in
America, in her ideals, in her
standards, and ultimately in
ourselves.”
Last week, in a speech on the
Senate floor, Hatch said that the
amendment was about the moral
values we teach our children and
hinted that such an amendment was
the sort of moral example needed to

stop the recent rash of school protect the flag from “desecration”
shootings.
by desecrating freedom of speech.
Such an argument' misses the
It would be amiss to not include
point. The Constitution is not a some mention of the other important
lesson plan. The Bill of
Rights is not supposed to
be a civics textbook.
The First Amendment
does not exist to protect
only the values we
would like to teach our
children. If it did, all
sorts of things could be
banned. Perhaps some
would not mind if we
could ban racist speech,
speech sympathetic to
the Nazis or the
Communists, or any
speech that hurts and
denigrates. But who is
to
decide
where
despicable speech ends
and defensible speech
begins? In the words of
great Supreme Court
Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes,
the
First
Amendment exists to
protect “the thought we
hate.” We must trust the
community to reject
noxious and hateful
speech, including the
burning of flags.
A second argument
often made in favor of
the amendment is that
our courageous veterans
fought and died for the
flag, but we must
remember that they
fought not just for the
symbol of the flag, but
for the liberties that the
flag represents. These
liberties are more
important and more
precious than the flag
Flag burning is an uncommon but powerfully
itself. We must not

symbolic act.

argument
against
the
flag
amendment - burning the flag isn’t
even done that often anymore. It
may have been popular among the
antiwar protestors of the Sixties and
among Iranian militants who are
beyond the reach of United States’
law anyway, but in recent years few
protestors have chosen such a
course. The Congressional Research
Service has found only 43 reported
incidents of flag burning in the entire
country between January 1995 and
January 1999, and even the pro
amendment Citizens Flag Alliance
uncovered only 74. Most of these
incidents were technically illegal
anyway, because they violated laws
of trespass, vandalism, theft, breach
of peace, or arson. Only a handful
were cases of pure free-speech
protests of the type that would be
outlawed by the amendment. Of
course, the fact that something is
rare is not an ipso facto reason for
permitting it. But when something
as important as the integrity of the
First Amendment is at stake, the
rarity of the event under
consideration for banning can and
should be a contributing factor to the
debate. The First Amendment has
never been amended in the 209 years
since its passage. It should not be
amended in the name of banning
some rare fringe behavior, setting a
bad precedent for those who want to
ban other currently protected
behaviors. In the words of The
Simpsons, “If we changed the
Constitution, then we could make all
sorts of crazy laws!”

Are people always telling you
to be quiet or that you are
opinionated...How about
channeling your energy and
writing for Commentary. Stop
by Slavin 104a for an app.
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Racial profiling takes toll on
police/community relations
by Ryan McLeod ’01
Commentary Staff
Many Americans want to reach the
point where, in Toni Morrison’s words,
“Race exists, but does not matter.” Some
will argue that we have reached that
point, but the sad reality is that we are
not even close. The relationship of police
departments across the nation with their
Black and Latino constituencies
highlights this reality. Minority
communities fear their local police
departments because many police
departments’ approach the communities
in which they work as war zones to be
conquered rather than to be protected and
served.
Recent events in New York and
Providence offer some justification for
this feeling held by minorities. Last
month in Providence, two fellow officers
shot and killed off-duty Officer Cornel
Young, Jr. as he approached a fight
outside Fidas Restaurant. Nobody can
conclusively determine what went
through the two officers’ minds when
they saw Mr. Young, a black man,
approach the scene with a gun. But many
people question whether the two officers
would have been as quick to fire upon
Mr. Young if he were white.
The New York Police Department’s
(NYPD) blatant disregard for the
warnings of the Supreme Court in its
landmark 1968 decision in Terry v. Ohio
is disturbing. In its decision, the Court
allows for police officers to detain
civilians if the officer has a “reasonable
suspicion to believe the person was
armed and dangerous.” Examples of
police brutality and disregard for the law
by the NYPD in the cases of Abner
Louima and Amadou Diallo are well

documented, but what about the cases
of Patrick Dorismond and Edward
Stevens?
Patrick Dorismond, an unarmed, offduty security guard, was trying to hail a
cab on Eighth Avenue in Manhattan three
weeks ago when an undercover police
officer participating in a drug sting asked
him if he knew where he could buy
drugs. Mr. Dorismond told the
undercover officer to get lost. Seconds
later, a fight broke out, backup police

up medication for his daughter during
his lunch break. As he drove his
Mercedes-Benz back to school, a police
officer pulled him over. Mr. Stevens
complied when the police officer asked
for his license and registration. While
waiting for the officer to come back with
the license and registration, he realized
that he was going to be late getting back
to class. He leaned out of the window
of the car window to tell the officer he
was a school teacher in the hopes that

Serious questions remain:
does the fact that Mr Dorismond was
a black man somehow mean that he
knew where to purchase drugs? Do
police offices need to use guns on
unarmed suspects?
officers rushed in, and the unmistakable
“bang” of a gun going off pierced the
air. An hour later, Mr. Dorismond was
dead. Serious questions remain: does the
fact that Mr. Dorismond was a black man
somehow mean that he knew where to
purchase drugs? Do police officers need
to use guns on unarmed suspects? Mr.
Dorismond’s death is a tragedy, but what
happened to Edward Stevens is even
more representative of the treatment too
many minorities receive at the hands of
police officers.
Edward Stevens is a father of three
who holds a Ph.D., and has taught in the
New York City public education system
for the past twenty years. In May 1998,
Mr. Stevens went to the pharmacy to pick

the officer would speed up the
investigatory process so he could arrive
to class on time. The officer told him
not to lean out the window of the car
and let him do his job free of
interference. Twenty minutes later, Mr.
Stevens leaned out of the window again,
asking if he could call his school to let
them know he was going to be late. This
apparently agitated the officer, as he told
Mr. Stevens to get out of the car and
place his hands on the hood. The officer
proceeded to frisk Mr. Stevens and arrest
him. At the police precinct, the police
officer denied Mr. Stevens the
opportunity to call his employer to
explain why he was not in class. A few
hours later, the police officer told Mr.

Stevens he was free to go. Mr. Stevens
asked the officer for proof that he had been
detained so he could justify his absence
to the school authorities. Mr. Stevens
received a desk appearance ticket for
Resisting Arrest and Disorderly Conduct.
He received no traffic infractions. But was
Mr. Stevens guilty of driving while black?
The aforementioned cases raise serious
questions about how police officers view
minorities while they patrol the streets.
Statistics from the Office of the Attorney
General in New York show that of all
people the NYPD stopped in 1998 for
suspicion of engaging in criminal activity,
minorities were stopped 83.6 percent of
the time although they comprise only 49.3
percent of the city’s population. By
contrast, only 12.9 percent of those
stopped were white while whites make up
43.4 percent of the city’s population.
Some will argue that these statistics prove
that more minorities, percentage wise, are
involved in criminal activity, but the cases
of Patrick Dorismond and Edward Stevens
suggest otherwise, as the only plausible
reason they were approached by police
officers seems to be the color of their skin.
Police departments must seek
compromise with minorities, but how?
Should police officers undergo racial
sensitivity training? Should civilians
exercise control over police departments?
A potential solution is to change the way
police officers treat the people they come
into contact with and mandate that all
persons detained by police officers receive
receipts detailing why they were detained.
This will enable police departments to
investigate police officers suspected of
using racial profiling in determining who
to stop while on the beat. Perhaps this
solution will engender more respect
between both factions in this debate.

Coming full circle
Disclaimer: This article in no way supports the grassy knoll, Susan Lucci’s decade long Daytime Emmy snub, the curse of
the Bambino, or any other various conspiracy theories at work in society at-large. What is written below, I believe, for the
most part, is steeped in truth, veritas, the core of our being here at Providence College.
by

Marcus Dowling ’00

Commentary Staff

Last week, Assistant Sports Editor
Dave Regan wrote in his Penalty Killer
piece “Beauty in the Big East?” that he
came to PC “not only for the education,
but because PC was supposed to be ready
to win not only on the Big East level,
but on the NCAA level.” Regan, like
myself, is a senior depressed by the
promise this institution made to us before
enrollment and the lack of adherence to
that promise over our four year careers.
During my four years at Providence
College, I have seen a cruel conspiracy
foisted upon the student body.
Providence College is more interested in
increasing their endowment than the
educational maturity of their student
body. Simply, the administration would
rather maintain the status quo and not
move in a boldly new direction.
Shocked.. .appalled.. .dismayed.. .need
proof? Keep reading!
Four years ago, I came to a campus
with a new commitment to diversity, a
commitment to excellence in athletics, a
comparatively docile majority student
body, and a place where forums only
occurred out of Socratic desire for truth
rather than harried necessity. Forty
Martin Luther King scholars were
admitted to the college in the class of
2000. Bona fide NBA talent Austin
Croshere streaked down the court for the
competitive Friar Men’s Basketball
squad. Protests were few, yet important

acts, none of which had occurred since
the 1987 march around the Harkins
flagpole which resulted in the
development of the Balfour Center for
Multicultural Affairs. I only attended
one forum my freshman year, curiously
enough a discussion concerning abortion
rights.
Four years later, I find a campus
offering lip service, but no actual
backing to active student diversity
measures. Our Men’s Basketball team,
fielding a squad with little team
chemistry and no discernible “next
level” talent, finished 12-20, humbled
and defeated, looking for better luck next
season. Protests, for better or worse,
have sprang up on campus with alarming
regularity, often featuring faces that are
not a varying shade of beige or brown,
but are much more pale in complexion.
As well, abortion, (in the form of anti
abortion flyers) diversity, and drug use
have flooded the discussion circuit, not
in homage to Socratic tradition, but
rather because these issues pose actual
problems on campus.
Providence College’s administration
has taken a look at the relatively extreme
stances of 1996, and has retreated with
immediate swiftness. The 1996-97
school year was highlighted by a
meteoric rise in campus commitment to
student concern. Instead of becoming a
place vigilantly preoccupied with
academic and moral integrity, the school
has become more concerned with fiscal
success. In my second year at the school,

I witnessed Father Philip Smith, O.P.,
address a group of students searching for
answers regarding increased minority
enrollment at Providence College.
Given the angry, constrained nature of
the discussion, a lesser man may not
have been present. But Smith came and
gave an honest and frank appraisal of his
view on the issue. This year, Smith has
continued his discussions, but with a
carefully chosen group of forty
“randomly selected” students who
strictly cannot be “student leaders.”
Furthermore, Smith carries along
numerous high level advisers, making
the situation something akin to a nervous
trial lawyer presenting a case to the U.S.
Supreme Court. Instead of making the
bold move to appease the concerned
members of the student body, there is
instead a retreat to the “pleasant
population” of Providence College.
Weighing the costs of the situation
against the financial benefits of
presenting to alumni a “contented”
student body, the administration opts to
sell themselves to alumni funding.
Interestingly enough, a new decision
may prove to be the watershed point for
the PC administration. After months of
haggling, an increase in MLK
scholarships has passed through the
Faculty Senate this year. As part of the
measure, sixteen million dollars must
be raised for funding. Will the
administration offer unlimited resources
to assist this measure, or will they sit idly
by and watch another diversity measure

fail during the Smith tenure at PC?
Students have become tired of diversity
discussions at the college, and seeing the
measure come to fruition may appease
the disgruntled throngs of PC students,
as well as gain money for the College.
As the school raises its endowment, they
also solve a nagging student concern.
What a capital idea! The idea is a
marriage made in heaven for the current
administration, and may mend
Providence College’s perceived
inadequacies.
As for the future of Providence
College, we need to find space for
education within all aspects of our
administrative practices and student
body relations. Providence College
once embodied this to me. Suspension
of individuals only suspends their
modes of thought from the Socratic
discussion. A lack of a scholarship
increase only denies the ability for
furthering the depth of student
education at Providence College.
Student applications increased after
Providence College Men’s Basketball
made the Elite Eight. A 12-20 record
doesn’t equate itself well to the average
high school senior. Why are students
mad? We are not receiving the
promises we were led to believe we
would receive at this institution. This
is not one angry student’s conspiracy
theory. This is an article crafted from
love, out of hopeful promise for future
change. The future is now. Desperqte
times call for extreme measures.
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19 reasons
to leave
campus...
Fine Arts
• This, and my heart by Lynn
Yamamoto (thru 4/30) RISD
Museum 3PM
• Image
and
EnterprisePhotographs of Adolphe Braun
(thru 4/22) RISD Museum 3PM
• Sculpture - Michael Brennan
(thru 4/15) AS220 Cafd Gallery
5-9PM Free
• ECLIPSE- Seze Devres
(paintings) (thru 4/15) AS220
Upstairs Gallery 5-9PM Free
• Terry Allen: Works on Paper
(thru 4/29) RIC Free
• Corwin Buttterworth: Paintings
(thru 4/15) AS22O Open
Window 5-9PM Free
• Joelle Jensen: Mixed Media
(thru 4/15) AS220 Brick Wall 59 Free
• 2000 Annual Juried Student
Exhibition (thru 5/5) Main
Gallery, URI Call for times Free

Music
• Greg Abate Jazz Quartet
Chamber Music Series (4/12)
1PM RIC
• M80 (4/7) 8PM
• Tower of Power (4/8) Lupo’s
8PM $15
• Home Brew (4/12) Lupo’s 8PM

Theatre
• Meshuga (thru 4/9) $10 on
3/16 and 3/23 $26-$38 regularly
Trinity Repertory Theatre
• Thick Cut Bacon (thru 4/9)
Perishable Theatre 8PM
• Angels in America, Part One:
Millennium Approaches (4/134/16) 8PM Brown University
Leeds Theatre $5
• The Barber of Seville (4/13)
VMA Arts & Cultural Center
8PM under $20 call for details

Etc.
•
•
•

Frank Santos- hypnotist (4/7)
8PM The Comedy Connection
Dave Andros - comedian (4/64/8) 8PM The Comedy
Connection
BRU Dance Party Lupo’s (4/8)
10 PM Free

Addresses and Phone Numbers
• Carriage House Theatre
7 Duncan Ave 847-5301
• The Comedy Connection
39 Warren Ave 438-8383
• In the Square Coffee House
10 Troy Street 421 -5965
• 'Leeds Theatre 77 Waterman St.
863-2838
• Lupo’s 239 Westminster Prov.
272-5876
•
Perishable Theatre
95 Empire Street 331- 2695
• Providence Performing Arts
Center 220 Weybosset St.
421-2997
• RIC 600 Mt. Pleasant Ave
456-8194
•
RISD Museum 224 Benefit St.,
454-6500
• Trinity Repertory Theatre
201 Washington St. 351-4242
•
URI 105 Upper College Road
874-2131
•
VMA Arts & Cultural Center
Brownell St. 831-3123
— Compiled by Erin Keller '02
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Les Mis est tres bon

by Jessica

Tabak ’01

A&E Editor

People go crazy over Les Miserables,
and after seeing it last night, I know why.
The hit Broadway production of the
musical is at Providence Performing Arts
until April 9th, and, man, is it good.
Chronicling the struggles of fugitive Jean
Valjean and his native France during the
turbulent early 1800’s, Les Mis is a
moving look at patriotism, honor and
devotion, all set to the tingling music of
Claude-Michel Schonberg.
Based on the very fat (and phat!)
Victor Hugo novel by the same name,
Les Mis tells the tale of Valjean (Ivan
Rutherford), a man jailed for nineteen
years in a Digne prison because he stole
a loaf of bread to feed his sister’s starving
child. He is released on parole, but
breaks it in an attempt to restart his life
without having to deal with the stigma
attached to his past. From this point on,
Valjean is pursued by Javert (Trent
Blanton), the parole officer who will not
rest until Valjean is back in jail. Their
cat and mouse relationship stretches the
lines between law and mercy, setting the
stage for the personal and political
struggles that unfold between all of the
characters onstage.
There is just so much going on during
this musical, and directors John Caird
andTrevor Nunn have done a miraculous
job making everything flow with clarity
and ease. There are two pages of plot
explanations and summaries in the
program but 1 really didn’t need them,
even though I was completely unfamiliar
with the story when I arrived at the
theater. Caird and Nunn get a lot of help
making sense out of the multilayered plot
from set designer John Napier. His
revolving stage is used for everything
from utilitarian set-changes to dramatic
battle sequences without ever seeming
gimmicky or conspicuous. Every time I
see a revolve on a stage, I have anxiety
attacks, but this show did a lot to restore
my faith in moving stages.
It also did a lot to bolster my opinion
of musicals in general. For the three of
you who read my articles regularly, it isn’t
news that I’ve never been enormously
comfortable with the whole “musical
theater” format. I usually want to shove a
sock in the actors’ collective mouths for
the first twenty minutes of Act I.
Amazingly, I didn’t feel like that this time
around. I don’t know if it’s because I’m
just getting used to this whole “musical”
thing or because the music from this show
was just that damn good, but I was moved

A glorious spectacle: Les Mis is at Providence Performing Arts until the ninth.
photo by Joan Marcus

to
carry
the
to tears more than once
powerhouse tunes like
Les Miseraules
by Schonberg’s score
“Who Am I?” and
and Herbert Kretzmer’s
controlled enough to
lyrics. (I guess that’s
Currently at:
deliver ballads like
what happens when you
Providence Performing Arts
“Bring Him Home.”
send a chick to the
thru April 9
Also outstanding was
show.)
The music would be For ticket information, call: Diana Kaarina as
401-421-2997
Eponine, the young
pretty if it was sung by,
woman who loves a
oh, say, me in the
shower, but it’s sung by a group of talented man that she is destined to never have.
professionals, which (shock of shocks) There was room for the not-so-subtle to
makes it sound even better. Unlike shows flourish, too, with Aymee Garcia and J.P.
like Footloose, where there were Dougherty stealing every scene they were
performers that were actually bad, Les Mis in as the raunchy and debaucherous Mme.
is filled primarily with exceptional and M. Thenardier.
performers. One of the best is Rutherford
So for once in your life, believe the
as Valjean. Rutherford played the role as hype. This show is a stylistic, musical
a member of the 10th Anniversary and artistic knockout, and if you can get
company on Broadway, and he exhibits a ticket, use it.
the type of command over the character
(PS—I have no idea whether or not
that one would expect from a veteran the Victor Hugo novel is “phat.” I just
performer. His voice was strong enough said that to be funny.)
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Shades of Gray
by Julie
Asst.

Kenny ’01

A&E Editor

Very rarely do I come across an album
that, after listening to it in its entirety,
makes me sit back and say, “Wow.” You
realize that you just experienced
something different, something
innovative, something good. This is how
I felt after listening to Macy Gray’s On
How Life Is. A highly-touted Grammy
nominee who came home emptyhanded, Gray is “the woman with the
weird voice” behind “I Try.” I’ve got to
admit that while I thought the song was
catchy when I first heard it, I couldn’t
decide whether I liked Gray’s distinctive,
smoky, raspy vocals.
But when I put the CD in my stereo
for a listen, I was blown away. The songs
blend funk, rock, R&B, and soul into a
retro style that is uniquely Gray’s. Says
music magazine Heavy Rotation: “If you
took the unmistakable singularity of
Eartha Kitt’s singing and combined it with
the immediacy and emotional range of
Aretha Franklin then you would have
Macy Gray.” 1 don’t know where to start:
Gray’s distinctive voice, the emotionally
revealing lyrics that express everything
from insecure dependency to brash
confidence, or the cool urban jazz-flavored
music that weaves them together.
First of all, if Gray sounded any
different, the songs wouldn’t be half of
what they are. I didn’t care for her voice
at first, but it works with the whole
musical experience she creates, and it
definitely grew on me. It wouldn’t be
the same if Mariah or Whitney or another
similarly established vocalist tried to
sing the more hard-core “I’ve
Committed Murder,” with lines like “She

said, ‘Get back b***h I ain’t givin you
s**t’/I said ‘You ole bag, maybe you
ain’t heard but them are fightin words.’”
The lyrics, all penned by Gray, are
remarkably simple and almost conver
sational. They’re easy to sing along with
after just one listen. The funky “Why
Didn’t You Call Me” has a call-andresponse style, with Gray asking “We had
such a good time/Hey! Why didn’t you
call me?” and receiving the vague yet
harsh “I thought I’d see you again.” “Do
Something” was actually released as the
album’s first single. Its inspirational
urging to “Get up get out and do
somethin” is hidden amidst lines like
“Inevitably you’re gonna bite my style in
your later days” and blatant references to
getting high. You almost feel like Gray is
improvising on the spot. She doesn’t hold
anything back, writing songs about
anything from her favorite sexual
activities to being in an abusive
relationship. And this honesty is much
appreciated, since she doesn’t sugar-coat
it or seem to have an axe to grind. She
just says it, and her straight-forward style
gets refreshingly in your face.
I can’t describe the music on this
album. I wouldn’t be able to do it
justice. It’s what pushes the album over
the edge, from “Gee, this is really good”
to “Damn, this kicks some serious
(expletive deleted).” Throbbing beats,
serious brass, and even some string
arrangements mingle to create an album
with ten distinct songs that still manage
to sound like they belong together. Gray
isn’t afraid to experiment with different
sounds and styles that have all been done
before. She just puts her own spin on
them to turn them into something you
haven’t heard before.

A Prime Cut
1

See? I told you the singer was a lady. Macy Gray’s distinctive voice may
lead to a little confusion, but without a doubt, her music will win you over

No question, the best song on the
album is the amazing “Still.” It sends
chills through me every time I hear it.
You stop whatever you’re doing to
listen. Gray perfectly captures the
struggle between needing love and
doing what’s right for yourself: two
things that don’t always go hand-inhand. The chorus, “I still/Light up like
a candle burnin’ when he call me up/I
still/Melt down like a candle burnin’
every time we touch/Oh say what you
will/He does me wrong and I should
be gone/I still/Be lovin’ you baby and
it’s much too much” grows in power
and passion each time it’s repeated,
until by the end of the song, Grays
sounds like she’s ready to be
overwhelmed by the emotions it’s
generating in her.

Gray has managed to make the most
heart-wrenching, passionate, and universal
feelings seem low-key with her laid-back
style. Says Gray, “I don't really have some
big message. [The record is] just based
on what I’ve gone through, and I hope
people can relate.” While you may not be
able to relate to the specifics Gray writes
and sings about (I hope you haven’t had a
talk “woman to woman” that resulted in
only one woman standing, as you’ll hear
in “I’ve Committed Murder,” and yourself
on the FBI’s Ten Most Wanted List), the
music is the best I have heard in quite a
long time. The only question I’m left with
is where you’re going to hear it, since it
defies categorization and the narrow
pigeonholing of radio. Don’t deprive
yourself of something really, really good.
This is a must for your CD collection.

Educators
Let us take care ofyour book needs.
34 Years Expertise:
Getting textbooks into your students hands.
photo by Peon Murray

You are what you eat: Keith Munslow’s one-man show Thick Cut Bacon,
currently at Perishable Theatre, is a cut above the rest.
Munslow, and he’s currently performing
by Jessica Tabak ’01
a one-man show at Perishable Theatre
A&E Editor
called Thick Cut Bacon. Over the
Any of you who have ever
course of an eighty-minute set,
attempted to perform a monologue
Munslow tells stories, some funny and
will understand the awe 1 feel toward
some moving, with the candor of a man
people ballsy enough to put on onewho knows what he wants to say and
man shows. The heart-stopping,
how he wants to say it. Between stories
sweaty-palmed, often
(and sometimes during
times numbing feat that
Thick Cut Bacon
them), .Munslow plays
has a tendency to attack
piano blues tunes with
a one-man show acted,
immediately before a
pleasant ease.
WRITTEN, AND DIRECTED BY
speech where you are
Still, it is Munslow’s
Keith Munslow
suspended between the
likability that makes the
constraints of your
show what it is. Let’s face
Currently at:
memory and utter failure
it—if you don’t like the
Perishable Theatre
is enough to make you
guy in a one-man show,
For ticket info, call:
wet your pants. It’s
chances are you’re not
401-331-2695
enough to make me wet
going to leave the theatre
happy with your investment.
my pants, anyway.
But let’s not talk about that.
Fortunately, Munslow is intrinsically
likable. It is his warmth and sense of
Instead, let’s talk about someone with
humor that make Thick Cut Bacon a
stronger nerves and bladder than I
poignant and personal piece of theatre.
could e ver hope for. His name is Keith

• Corporate & Club Discounts
• Purchase Orders Accepted

♦ Faculty Discounts
♦ House Charge Accounts

• FREE DELIVERY!
Take the headache out of
book procurement.
Call our manager:
MICHAEL KATZ

Book Store

PH: (401) 751-6404
EX: (401) 331-4432

DEDICATEDTO THE FINE ART OF BROWSING
252 THAYER STREET. PROVIDENCE, R102906

“Well do the work for you."
QUICKLY EFFICIENTLY, ACCURATELY
THE FIRST TIME!
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What happens when music
Fallen. queens
get bland, boring,
Idols * or just plain weird
Erin Keller ’02
A&E Staff
by

It’s alarming having a mid-life crisis
at twenty. Yet already, I find myself
imagining the good old days when the
music goddesses bore the lightening in
their hands, instead of resting on their
laurels. Now all the ladies of music
seem to be getting old, getting tired, or
the worst of all, selling out. With these
queens getting dethroned, who will be
their successors?
Leading the pack is Madonna, the
Queen of Pop, who seems to travelling
down the same road as the King of Pop,
Michael Jackson. You can only shock
for so long, and after awhile, you lose
gas and have to slow down. Few
support the new discotheque turn she
took two years ago, and many will never
forgive her for remaking the Don
MacLean song “American Pie.” Her
movie The Next Best Thing is coming
up short in the box offices, and the fact
that she is having another baby was
recently met with a collective yawn
from the public. It’s too late for getting
out while you’re ahead and what’s
worse, it doesn’t look like she’ll be
stopping anytime soon. Madonna, for
the first time in your life, it’s not your
fault. It’s just time to step down quietly,
however foreign the idea of quietly
stopping might be to you. It’s inevitable
you will be remembered as the icon that
you are. Just don’t let that awful last
chapter of failures bitter the memory.
Next up is the Indie queen Ani
DiFranco. Once the spokeswoman for

the angry, folkie, non-frilly kick-ass girls
with truly brilliant lyrics, she has begun
producing music that, in the words of my
colleague Julia Kenny ’01, “sounds like
lines that any angry teenager could turn
out while picking away on his garage
sale guitar in his basement.” Though she
pumps out albums one after another,
their quality is undeniably declining.
Which is sad because in this genre there
will never be one as great ever again.
Next, the one it breaks my heart to
discuss. Tori Amos. She created her own
style of piano fairy goddess music that
sometimes hates boys, sometimes hates
girls, but always hates religious
hypocrisy. And now it’s gone. Her first
three albums, Little Earthquakes, Under
the Pink, and Boys for Pele were sheer
genius. Then the weird girl got to be a
bit too much to take. Songs from the
Choir Girl Hotel and her latest, To Venus
and Back, are good, but lack what made
her great. It’s like she sacrificed her style
just to be more mysterious. That, plus
her recent interviews where she sounds
like a lunatic confused about reality
made me realize that mysterious is not
always better.
Finally, the one you’ve all been
waiting for. Regardless of whether you
want to canonize her or would like to
supply the wood that would bum her at
the stake, Courtney Love is the Sellout
of the Century. The facelift, the tummy
tuck, it all pales in comparison to the fact
that she’s making stupid movies, is on
the covers and fashion pages of
magazines she despised when she was a
riot grrrl, and will never make quality

The way we were...: The Material Girl morphed into the Matronly Motherfigure right before our eyes. Many of Girl Power’s most recognizable

faces have met similar sad fates.
music ever again. If she hadn’t sold
herself so short, Love could have
made three more good albums. What,
Court, did it get too hard?
The worst thing about this calamity
is that no one today can take on the roles
these women have left unfilled. Jennifer
Lopez is big on the pop charts but is
already too busy being Our Lady of the
Latino Music to have wide ranging
appeal. DiFranco’s and Amos’ styles
might as well die with them as far as I’m
concerned. And as for Courtney, Kitty,

A&E, (n) see also Arts
and Entertainment.

a young riot grrl band, is on the rise,
but they are way too hard, too young
and too Marilyn Manson to fill the
void Hole (yeah, pun intended) left.
And all others seem to be breaking
into the music scene with their image
(and their boobs) way before their
music. So I guess there’s nothing left
to do but hand over this slice of the
music pie to the boy bands, blond
girls, and rap artists of today.
Boy, but do I miss the good old
days.

Opportunities exist both for experienced individuals with Bachelor's or

Master's, degrees and for new grads.

Full-time and part-time positions al all levels available.

1) the gnarliest section
of the paper. 2) the
section you want to
apply to if you like
writing about movies,
art, and theater events.
3) a section that is
looking for writers.

Biomedical/Laboratory
Research Studies
Openings exist for individuals with backgrounds in the

following areas: molecular biology cell and tissue culture,
immunology; chemistry radiological techniques or

animal background.

Ms, C. Mason - Source Code EACNW2CM.

Clinical Research
Studies

If you think you
fit the bill, pick up an
application in
Slavin 104A.

Requirements vary by position and may include

bilingual skills (Eriglish/Spanish); data management/

PC skills; experience in dinical/research interviewing,

... and about
that whole
“Campus
Invasion”
thing:

clinical testing, counseling; or experience working with

an alcohoKdrug abusing population.

Me /, Adami ■ Source Code EACN0QQ2IA.
Whether you're just starting out, ready to
moK up, or looking to change direction in

your career, research opportunities at Yak

Resources, P.O. 8ox 208344, New Haven, CT 0t>520-8344. Or fax to;

University offer virtually unlimited growth

(203) 432-9817.

potential in a world-class environment.

At Ysle, you will work side by side with
lop scientific minds to pursue pioneering
advances in biomedical research. You'll also

We planned
to cover it. It
didn’t work
out and
we’re sorry.

Send resume and cover letter (identifying f/t, p/t interests and referencing

appropriate Source Code) to: Yale School of Medicine, Department of Human

share in the dynamic lifestyle of one of the

world's premier academic communities.

Yale University
A Tradition of Excellence
Yale University is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.

Visit our website at

www.yale.edi
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Of love, life, and lists
by Ben Sweeney ’00
A&E Staff & Resident
John Cusack Movie Reviewer

Whatever it Takes
by Adrienne

Larsen-Silva ’02

A&E Staff
If you’re anything like me, then you
have dozens of imaginary “lists” of
important stuff to remember: “Books
to Read,” “Things to Accomplish
Before Friday,” “Professors to Avoid,”
etc. If you happen to have a “Movies
to Never Force Myself to Sit Through”
list, add this one.
This film is a typical, cliched high
school
flick
Directed by:
about two guys,
David Hubbard
each of whom
want to be set up
Running Time:
with a girl they
94 Min
have no chance
with.
While
Currently
sweetheart Ryan
Playing at:
Woodman (new
Showcase Cinemas
comer Shane
West) is longing to go out with
incredibly shallow and “I’m too good
to glance your way” Ashley Grant
(Jodi Lyn O’Keefe), jock jerk Chris
Campbell (James Franco) is drooling
over sweetheart Maggie Carter (Marla
Sokoloff). Each guy helps the other
out by telling him what to say and how
to act, which has predictable results.
Incidentally, nice guy Ryan and nice
girl Maggie have known each other for
years, and would be perfect together,
but do they see this?? Of course
not...then there wouldn’t be a movie.
Take a wild stab at how this one ends.
The script stinks, the acting is not
much better, and for a comedy, it’s
pretty unfunny. Shane West is pretty
cute, but that's the only complimentary
thing I can say about this film.

The Ninth Gate
by Matt Duchnowski ’01
A&E Staff

In this dark thriller, book expert
Dean Corso (Johnny Depp) goes on a
strange goose chase for a piece of
satanic literature. Under the
commission of the relentless book
collector Boris Balkan (Frank
Langella), Corso sets out to
authenticate the book The Nine Gates
of the Kingdom of
Directed By:
Sha-dows, a book
Roman Polanski
said to give its owner
extra-ordinary
Running Time:
127 Min
powers. Along the
way, he meets many
Currently
bizarre people and
Playing At:
fails to hurdle many
Seekonk 9-10
unusual obstacles,
both of the natural and super-natural
kind.
Now for my review.
I don’t often comment about set
design, musical score or anything of that
kind (cuz frankly, who really cares), but
I must commend this movie for using all
of its possible resources to absorb the
viewer completely. From start to finish
(or, to put it more accurately, near the
finish) I felt as though I were transported
to an alternate plane. Any film that has
the ability to do this is, in both my
opinion and certainly by definition,
utterly entertaining. Sadly though, the
film’s ending left entirely too much to
the imagination.
Otherwise, the film is a solid one
with solid performances, particularly
by Johnny Depp (and less particularly
by Lena Olin). The plot speeds along
steadily and pleasingly right up until
the time it hits a brick wall.
Nevertheless, Polanski works wonders
with the camera and continues to
entrance audiences as he enters his sixth
decade in the business.

Once again I tackle the task
of reviewing a John Cusack
movie. Pushing Tin was really
bad, Being John Malkovich was
great and High Fidelity is pretty
good. Here is another example
of Cusack’s undying ability to
portray highly likeable yet
maturely juvenile characters. He
even plays the high school
version of his character in
several flashbacks. I can’t help
but think John Cusack would
make the coolest dad. Imagine...
Anyway, in High Fidelity, John
once again uses his boyishly
innocent good looks to soothe
the audience into submission
much in the style of Grosse
Pointe Blank.
The story is faithfully based
on the Nick Hornby’s novel of
Brim full ofAsha on a 45”: Everyone’s favorite irresponsible-but-adorable actor
the same name and stars Cusack
John Cusack mulling about his records in his latest movie High Fidelity.
as Rob, owner of Championship
Records in Chicago, who is constantly (anyone who shops
entertaining. Lisa Bonet also
High Fidelity
making Top Five lists of people, things, at In Your Ear
adds to the movie as Marie
and personal issues, which he recites for Records knows
DeSalle, a local singer/
his radio audience. The movie opens as exactly what I
Directed by:
songwriter who Rob falls for.
his live-in girlfriend Laura (Iben Hjejle) mean). They are
Steven Frears
She shows him that a broken
leaves him and moves out. Rob then lists the people who eat,
heart is not the end of the
off his top five most painful break-ups sleep, and breathe
Running Time: 113 min
world but rather a necessary
and tells the story of each. The music and the trivia
experience that he must learn
impressive list includes Catherine-Zeta surrounding it, and
Currently Playing at:
from. Joan Cusack appears
Jones as the exotic and unobtainable God help you if
Showcase North Attleboro
now and than as a mutual
Charlie and Lilly Taylor as Rob’s you don’t do the
friend of Rob and Laura’s
partner-in-misery between actual lovers. same. Dick (Todd Louiso) is especially who also tries to whack some reason and
Rob decides to determine why his funny as the quiet, subservient one in the sense into Rob’s head (she’s perfect for
relationships never work out by catching pair, who comes across as almost this, just like she was in Grosse Pointe
up with these women and asking them certifiable but just too cute for that Blank'). Oh, and also look for cameos by
what went wrong with their (watch for the phone and air-conditioner Sarah Gilbert and Bruce Springsteen.
relationships — with funny results.
scene and be prepared to laugh). Barry
High Fidelity is funny and Well-acted,
The movie meanders through his (Jack Black), on the other hand, is the and the story, though it strays here and
many stories and the reappearances of loud, obnoxious one who is one step there, is not entirely without its strengths.
the people involved. This style is a bit away from attacking the unwitting There is definite room for improvement
directionless and distracts from the real customers.
here, but, as it stands, it is definitely
story of Rob’s attempts at getting Laura
Tim Robbins adds further comedy as enjoyable.
back. Dick and Barry, his co-workers at lan. the new age hipster guy with the
the record shop, add their own angles Steven Segal ponytail whom Laura is P.S.- Jill liked it, especially the
to the story as the typical holier-than- currently living with. His scenes are few credits design. She even bought the
though hip record store denizens and far between but are always book.

Movie !istings...starting 4f6
Avon Cinema, 260 Thayer St,
Providence, 421-3315

Not One Less: evenings at 7:15, Sat
and Sun matinees at 1:00
Boys Don’t Cry: Fri and Mon-Thurs
evenings at 5:00 and 9:25, Sat & Sun
evenings at 3:00 and 9:25
White Boys: showing at midnight on
Fri & Sat and Sat and Sun evenings at
5:15
Showcase North Attleboro, 640 S.
Washington St. (Route 1), North
Attleboro, Mass. (508) 643-3900

American Beauty: 1:10, 3:50, 6:40,
9:35,12:00; Sun-Thurs: no 12:00 show
Rules Of Engagement: 12:30, 1:00,
3:40, 4:10, 6:45, 7:15, 9:40, 10:15,
12:15; Sun-Thurs: no 12:15 show
Romeo Must Die: 1:15, 4:20, 7:20,
9:55,12:25; Sun-Thurs: no 12:25 show
The Road to El Dorado: 12:10,12:40,
2:20,2:55,4:30,5:00,6:30,7:00,8:30,
9:15,11:15; Sun-Thurs: no 11:15 show
Whatever It Takes: 10:20
The Skulls: 12:15, 2:40, 5:05, 7:40,
10:10,12:30; Sun-Thurs: no 12:30
show
High Fidelity: 1:20,4:00,7:30,10:05,
12:25; Sun-Thurs: no 12:25 show; Sat:
no 7:30 show
Return To Me: 12:45, 4:15, 7:10,
9:50,12:15; Sun-Thurs: no 12:15 show
My Dog Skip: 12:00

Final Destination: 1:50, 4:20, 7:35,
10:05,12:25; Sun-Thurs: no 12:25 show
Erin Brockovich: 12:20, 3:30, 6:50,
9:45, 12:30; Sun-Thurs: no 12:30 show
Ready To Rumble: 12:00, 2:25, 4:50,
7:25,10:00,12:20; Sun-Thurs: no 12:20
Sat: SNEAK PREVIEW of Keeping
The Faith at 7:30 shown with High
Fidelity
Showcase Seekonk Route 6, Route 6,
Seekonk, Mass. (508) 336-6789

The Road to El Dorado: 12:15, 12:45,
2:30, 3:00, 4:40, 5:10, 6:50, 7:20, 8:45,
9:30, 11:20; Sun-Thurs: no 11:20 show
Ready To Rumble: 12:00, 1:10, 2:25,
4:00, 4:55, 7:00, 7:30, 9:40, 10:05,
11:55, 12:15; Sun-Thurs: no 11:55 or
12:15 show
Erin Brockovich: 12:30, 1:00, 3:40,
4:10, 6:45, 7:15, 9:45, 10:10, 12:25;
Sun-Thurs: no 12:25 show
American Beauty: 12:45, 3:45, 7:10,
9:55, 12:20; Sun-Thurs: no 12:20 show
High Fidelity: 1:15, 4:15, 7:35, 10:15,
12:35; Sun-Thurs: no 12:35 show
Return To Me: 1:20,4:20,7:25, 10:05,
12:30; Sun-Thurs: no 12:30 show

Showcase Seekonk 1-10,800 Fall River
Ave, Seekonk, Mass. (508) 336-6020

Final Destination: 12:30, 2:50, 5:10,
7:35,10:00,12:10; Sun-Thurs: no 12:10
The Skulls: 12:10, 1:10, 2:35, 4:10,

5:00, 7:10, 7:40, 9:45, 10:10, 12:05,
12:30; Sun-Thurs: no 12:05 or 12:30
show
Black and White: 12:15, 12:40,2:30,
2:55, 4:45, 5:10, 7:20, 7:45, 9:40,
10:05, 11:50, 12:15; Sun-Thurs: no
11:50 or 12:15 show
My Dog Skip: 12:20, 2:30, 4:40
Price of Glory: 7:00,9:55,12:20; SunThurs: no 12:20 show
Romeo Must Die: 12:45, 3:45, 6:45,
9:30,10:00, 12:00, 12:30; Sun-Thurs:
no 12:00 or 12:30 show
Mission To Mars: 12:00, 2:25, 4:50,
7:25; Sat: no 7:25 show
Rules of Engagement: 1:00, 1:30,
3:50, 4:20, 6:50, 7:15, 9:50, 10:15,
12:25; Sun-Thurs: no 12:25 show
Sat: SNEAK PREVIEW of Keeping
The Faith at 7:30
Showcase Seekonk 11-12, 775 Fall
River Ave, Seekonk, Mass. (508) 3363420

The Cider House Rule: 1:15, 4:00,
6:45, 9:30

Whatever It Takes: 1:00, 3:15, 5:20,
7:30,9:40,11:30; Sun-Thurs: no 11:30
show; Tues and Weds: 3:15 and 9:40
shows only
Boiler Room: Tues-Weds only: 1:00,
7:00

— Compiled by Larua Bergmann '02
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Imagine how good it
would be to know that
after you've taken that
long, cleansing shower you
can slip into a
genuine Pomegranate
Custom Designed t-shirt
that YOU ordered! Guaran
teed to please you day-in
& day-outl!

Application
and innovation.

The Sisters of the
Congregation of
Notre Dame invite
you to join them and
their Associates to
celebrate the
300th Anniversary
of the entry into
Eternal Life
of their founder,
St. Marguerite
Bourgeoys,

Roberta Nobleman
will perform

Marguerite:
A Heart Still

Beating,
a one-woman
play of
Marguerite’s life.
Sunday,
April 9, 2000
at 2:30

St. Pius V Church
55 Elmhurst Avenue
Providence,
Rhode Island
(Free will offering)
Reception Immediately
Following in
St. Pius Church Hall
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If you could say anything on
campus, what would you say?

"Keep your mouth shut!"
Mike Frenza '01
Nicole Mancini '02

"This place sucks!"
Rick Washville '01
Tim McKenna '01

"Huh?"
"Wanna go to Commencement?"
Jeff D'Amico '02
Kevin McGunnigle '02 Eve Lawler '00
Carrie Ann Campbell '00
Meghan Walsh '00

"We are concerned about the
administration's reactions to the
students exercising their indi
Censored
vidual liberties."
David Conley '00
Michael Furman '00
Matt Wells '00
Jamie McWilliams '00

Pebbles:

Ba mm Bamm:
I am inspired by the
creativity of the students
who appear in this section!

Features
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The
walk
by Tiffany

Green ’00

Munch’s Vampyre
and hen Blue Sky
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a*

Features Staff

Waiting in line at a wake reminded
me of walking down the aisle in a
wedding as a flower girl.
I was taking big steps forward at a
slow, paced rate. I had that anxious
feeling that I get when I am heading
towards the unexpected. I never look at
what is ahead. Too scary. I just stare at
my feet. I don’t know how long it will
take to get there. I didn’t know how any
of the people in the receiving line were
going to be. I rehearsed in my head over
and over what to say. I wanted to say
something particular, but the common
“I’m sorry” were the only words that
raced through my head. Nothing can
prepare you for that feeling of when you
see a family standing together in a
receiving line. I walked into the room
of mourning with the “candlelit dinner”
atmosphere, exhaled, and expected the
unexpected.
My friends were composed, resilient,
and beautiful. Two of my best friends
lost someone extremely close to them.
The rest of us went to comfort them.
Instead, their presence and resilience
comforted us. They greeted us with
weary smiles. Their composure helped
me keep mine.
Just the simple act of being with
somebody is the most important decision
people can make. We as Americans hate
silence. It makes us incredibly
uncomfortable. But when attending both
wakes, there were periods of time when
all there existed was silence. But it didn’t
matter, because my friends knew that we
were there for them. There were so many
people there for them. Wakes are
amazing.
Wakes. People laugh and cry.
Caskets are in the center of the room to
worship, just like altars. The receiving
line displays the most important people.
It is a ceremony to unite one for eternity
with God. There is that overall
indescribable feeling that nobody can
pinpoint. People you haven’t seen in
years reunite to celebrate a departure
into a different union with God. There
is an intense amount of human unity that
is rarely otherwise displayed. There are
flowers everywhere.
You know that belief that death
occurs in threes? It does. My
stepmother’s mother died on Friday. But
life occurs on a separate, unpredictable
plane. People can touch you in
immeasurable ways at unexpected times.
People can comfort you when you are
supposed to comfort them. They can
make funerals feel like weddings. I’m
the flower girl walking down the aisle
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by Jill Yablonski

’00

Featues Staff

Sometimes I wish I had fangs,
retractable fangs. I could wear
them on those occasional bad days
and worse moods as a warning to
the world that I dually should and
do desire to be left alone. I
wouldn’t hurt you. I promise. I
would just smile that wicked smile
and let everyone know just where I
stand for the day. But that’s not
acceptable. You’re allowed to be
happy, and you’re allowed to be
stoic. In fact, a person in this world
is encouraged to be both, but to be
sad or bitter without a quick and
easy justification- well you might
as well prefer the cold rain over a
hot summer day because that, from
my experience, is the peak of
freakish behavior. Apparently...
There is one spring night that I
will never forget. As I sat beside
my open window on the third floor
of Aquinas listening to the

Bouncing Souls and typing away, I let
the cool breeze flow in and the purple
sky attract and distract my mind. I can’t
be poetic about this, so I’ll just say it
the best I can. That night 1 felt one with
the world.
A gross and trite
exaggeration maybe, but the truth as
best I know, without a doubt. My mood
matched the sky. My dismal rants and
sad overtones no longer stood in stark
contrast to the baby blue sky spotted
with cotton ball clouds. I suppose I
should be prone to an overcast day, but
when the sun is blocked everyone
complains and everyone takes notice.
But on a purple night, with a splotch of
blue in the lower right comer, no one
seems to notice. The world is blanketed
and laid to a pacifying rest as I am
awakened. I can see and feel the various
shades sweeping down and the decent
of the world not into a madness, but into
a dark strength. One in which the
redheaded heroine prevails, and I sigh
with a sweeping and grandiose sense of
satisfaction, empowerment, and peace.
The world and I have reached an equal
plane where we are both deeply dark
and simultaneously content, if not
pleased.

If you don’t believe me, and if you
doubt me, explain this. As the CD spun
to an end, the male vocals cover melted
into the original version of The
Waitresses’ “I Know What Boys Like.”
Never had an album ended and the
radio came on without my prompting,
and never in my life has one album
ended and the radio began with the
same song. Especially that song, one
that I had never heard before, but
instantly liked. I guess that can be
easily dismissed, but to me it was eerie.
The whole night itself was beautiful
and odd. It was perfect to me. I was,
in all honesty, in perfect alliance with
the world. It was dark and quiet, and
so was I.
And if you don’t understand, the
best I can do is tell you to go to New
York. Go to the Metropolitan Museum
of Art. Go up the staircase to the
second floor. Find and enter the
Impressionist wing. Turn away from
Degas and pass by Monet. Head
through several wooden doorframes to
the right. Then you’ll see it. Out of
place in a fuzzy pastel world- Edvard
Munch’s The Vampyre. Run to. Stand
before it. Stare. I know. I did it.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a*
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I t>on’t Wanna
Grow Uf>
by Tracy

Kennedy ’02

Asst. Features Editor

So, I told you all, my faithful read
ers, that I would attempt to reroute my
writing to something less sappy. I re
ally can’t help being that way, I am also
notorious for watching romantic com
edies, reading and copying down quotes,
and crying at very sad Ally McBeal epi
sodes. So?!?!? Anyway, so for all you
loyal readers who are sick and tired of
that stuff, I am giving you a break.
Maybe a little whiny, maybe something
that will make you all a little nervous,
but here goes something a little less
mushy (ok, Kristin?).
Before I begin, I would just like to
announce that I am the most undeclared
declared student on this campus. The
reason I say this is, though 1 came in as
an American Studies major, I still have
little direction as to the course of the rest
of my life. Originally, actually since
third grade, I have wanted to be a pedia
trician. The thing was, I loved science
and I loved kids and wanted to help them.
In my mind that equation led me to be
ing a pediatrician. That is all I could
think about, and my high school career
centered around taking as many sciences
as possible and preparing for a good un
dergraduate school in which I would
make ready for medical school. It was
all mapped out, and it was perfect. Now
maybe you are wondering what the hell
American Studies has to do with pre
med. Well, as you know, there is no pre
med major here, thank God, and I did
not want to major in Biology or Chem
istry (that should have been a hint). So,
since American Studies is the most won

derful, liberal major in the world, I chose
that. Then came the day that I realized
that if I had to do one more chemistry
experiment, I, myself, would be the one
exploding. But herein lies the problem.
As all three of my freshman year
roommates (so sorry Meaghan, Megan
and Jen!) can attest, for about six weeks
of second semester last year, I went ab
solutely crazy about letting go of my one
dream for my future. I just wasn’t ready
to give it up. Those poor girls endured
night after night of my insomnia and
screaming confusion. Finally, it was Dr.
Manchester, my savior, who made me
realize that I didn’t have to be a doctor,
that I wouldn’t be a failure.
So, that being settled, the question
was, what am I going to be when I grow
up? See the thing is, I don’t really have
the same drive to be anything else. Ev
erything that I try just doesn’t seem to
fit right. I have changed my mind about
a second major, a minor, and everything
else you can do with your schedule. My
current roommates are now the ones to
endure my daily struggle with my fu
ture. I guess I just don’t want to grow
up. I don’t want to have to think about
what I’m going to be. I think maybe
law, so I might just do a concentration
in law and health policy. Health policy?
Yeah, I don’t know, I took one class in
it, which I loved. Now I’m taking an
other that I’m not so fond of... What
ever, I am only a sophomore, but the
problem is, I also recently turned twenty,
so it feels as though the pressure is
mounting. I do know that many people
never end up doing anything in their
major when they graduate, so fear not.
So, what am I going to be when I grow
up? Depends on what day you ask me.
Maybe I’ll decide to stay in Italy once I
get there... just kidding Sam.

..................................... ,
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Scavenger
Hunt
by

Colleen Lee ’00

Features Staff

Yes, I participated in a scavenger
hunt. This past weekend, in fact. Call
me crazy, but it was a blast!
The rules stood rigid, the list of items
was inventive, and the judge scowled
with a hard-nosed, down-to-business
attitude. And there we were, the four of
us, racing against the clock, as well as
the other (less talented) teams.
Hoofing it around the city of
Providence, we gathered a wide
assortment of goodies, ranging from a
1990 penny to a Rhode Island Hospital
intake form to an actual person! There
were plenty of items in between that I
should not mention, and a few that I
would prefer not to.
Despite our daring and selfless
efforts, we did not claim the outright
victory. Sadly, the hunt ended in a tie. I
feel we deserve the utmost recognition,
however, for we obtained items
according to the rules. Tell me, since
when is a standard construction cone
white?
With the heartbreaking tie behind me,
I began to wonder what life would be
like with a checklist to complete.
Considering all the stress I have
shouldered lately, a life already mapped
out for me sounded enticing. Ten points
for graduation. Five points for buying a
business suit. 15 points for entering

corporate America. 25 points for a
charming suburban home with 2.5
children and a dog.
The more I think about it, however,
the more I would rather not have
something so rigid ready for me to enact.
I may be confused and unable to figure
out where my life is directed, but I think
I am happier that way. I may one day
possess a home with a white picket
fence, but I want to achieve it on my own
terms.
On Saturday, I took the day off, not
only from schoolwork, but also from
campus. I thought about how so far I
had completed what was expected of me.
I journeyed to college and labored to get
good grades. Now graduation looms two
short months away.
I remembered what it was like to be
5, or 10, or even 15 years old. Things
were simple and carefree. I dreamed of
being a writer, living in a log cabin in
the woods of Oregon. I had never been
there, but it made perfect sense. Money,
car insurance, and health benefits were
of no concern.
When do we stray from those dreams
and acquire the scavenger hunt
mentality? If growing up means
realizing limitations and living by pre
ordained standards, then it is certainly
not worth wishing for.
On my scavenger hunt, then, I am
seeking out those dreams I left behind.
Maybe it means hoofing it around the
city of Providence. Or, maybe it means
I will be sending my next article from
Oregon.

Communities for People, Inc.
221 Waterman Street-Providence, Rhode Island 02906
Tel 401-273-7103 Fax 401-421-4608

/' Quote of the Week:
bile you were hanyiny yourse^on Someone ehse S words,

dyiny to hehieue in what you heard,
dd was stariny straiyht into the shininy Sun.

*

-David Gilmour * ,

#

••••••••••••••••

Fill Me In
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

verb ending in “ing”
adjective
animal (plural)
thing
thing
adjective
girl’s name
an establishment
adjective
noun (plural)
a wacky subject
adjective
animal (plural)
same as 9

15) same as 10
16) noun (plural)
17) adjective

IS)
19)
20)
21)
22)

a hiding place
same as 10
verb ending in “ed”
adjective
verb (present)

We All Need Strong Roots to Grow!
Are you looking for a challenge? Do you
believe that adolescents have the potential to
succeed? Develop a strong foundation in the
Human Service Industry and be a catalyst
for a change.

Paid Advertisement

Attention
Smokers
The Center for Behavioral
and Preventative Medicine at
the Miriam Hospital, a
Lifespan partner, is conduct
ing FREE research studies to
learn more about why people
smoke.
Your participation would
require two one hour visits
to the Miriam Hospital over
a one month period.

You will be compensated
$50.00 for your time and
effort.
If you are a cigarette smoker
over the age of 18 and are
interested in learning more
about the studies,
Please call: 401-793-7985
I Paid Advertisement

Communities for People is a non-profit
organization that services adolescents in a
variety of community settings. We’re
seeking full-time child care professionals
who are able to communicate effectively,
work well in a team environment, and pro
vide a safe, nurturing alternative to home
based care.
We offer a competitive benefit package,
including medical and dental along, with the
opportunity for professional growth and
development. Undergraduates seeking
part-time employment welcome to apply.
For more information contact:
Joan Valcourt at (401) 273-7103
221 Waterman St.
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Poet’s Place
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9-fomdess (Breakfast
by

Beth Brunet ’00

by Amanda Symmes

Features Staff

three or more crystal faces
parallel to one axis, let’s saythree faces, plus one base,
four walls.
rainbow hues.
bent light shining through.
a transparent solid.
dispersed beams of charged
particles.
bent contemplation.
seeing through my own lenses,
vision affected?

by Laura

’00

opening your eyes to this light,
would you be blinded? maybe
annoyed by the brightness
in your eyes?
would you close your eyes
once again?
would you squint or blink?
would you let it be reflected
there within?

Rodini ’01

Features Staff

Features Staff

Boy, those men could play piano, easy like Sunday morning, and they could sing
birdflies talk chitter-chat, BE...at peace. All while the rest of the world, designed
to screw them, ensued.. .it was escapism with a capital E, but the most pure form of
escape possible... it was filled thick with love and tied tight with attachment to
everything.. .it was the sound of the singing bowl, the ringing which did not lie in
the space between the bowl and my ears, for we were the same.. .1 WAS the singing,
the singing was me, perfectly. Today was another example of this and I am so
grateful for this. An open swing on the swing-set? Or bigger? Higher? For indeed,
1 am reminded of a greater force.. .something un-knowing and all-knowing, a guiding
pull which can only explain the connection I shared with man standing across at
the piano’s aching fingers. His glance into my eyes, holding soft tears, reminded
me of something powerful. Reminded me of me.

shattered pieces of light,
thrown on walls
(not white)
all four of them.
this light dispersed,
or redirected.

when the eclipse is over
and sunlight hits
(taking into account
Daylight-Savings Time)
radiance will be everywhere,
playing on your face
as you rest your eyes - I wish flashing from your cheek,
over your lips,
as you’re lying facing the window,
it’ll remind me of the fairy dust of
Tink
with its glittering effect.
(Ah, bawdy, jealous Tink...
at least she could throw prisms
on any eyes she chose.)

Smooch
Pooch

by Jeremy

Smooch Pooch is a soft
White fluff ball of a
Mutt raising fluffy
Brows and black eyes as
He’s picked up and tucked
Under her arm wear
ing bracelets perfume
And a handbag.
Ad
justing her sunglasses,
She steps outside and
She carries him past
The paparazzi.
Her high heels sound clip
Clop on the pavement.

Bolt ’00

Features Editor

While I was lying on some beach with my love, an old tan man turned and mumbled through a grizzly beard: “You’re the
whitest young fella I ever saw. ’ I humored him from the beginning, like kind doctors in asylums do with the crazies when
their enigmatic ramblings only hurt themselves, and complimented his superior tan. I told him I had been painting my
insides black all winter and was astonished it hadn’t reached my skin yet. He stared at me bedazzled, thinking he saw
something in my eyes which had been extinguished from his a long time ago. His mental termites had found a new house
to chew away at. Seeing his obvious confusion over my wandering words, he even looked frightened, I admitted it was
only my first day of vacation. Then I asked if he was waiting, and calling me a fool, he replied that he was only relaxing and
spending his pennies on trifles for a dead wife s grave. I m alwas on vercation,” was what I thought he said, and I knew
it was sadly true. He persisted in lazy conversation about the whiteness of my flesh. It seemed the only worthwhile topic in
his world today. I shocked him again by telling him he would soon be whiter than me and that he would envy my tan, my
love, my everything without knowing it. Disturbed, he asked if I was having a spiritual crisis. Old people are crazy about
the lost morality of us mad youths. I asked him if he had reserved a place at the table. Looking around listlessly, he
grumbled that he couldn’t see what table I was talking about, and washed his hands of me and my strange thoughts and
words. 1 started to feel bad, however, and humored him again by saying I was indeed having a spiritual crisis. I thought 1
heard him tty to laugh at me, but he was already gone.

The Features Staff still needs
writers for the last couple of
issues this year and next
year. Get involved on campus
with The Cowl by filling (
an application in our offi
(104 Slavin). Creativity, not
experience, required
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Untried and
afterward

(Jnc(e Wafer’s
To/> Nine
by

Thomas Scalzo ’00

Features Staff

Guess what? Summer is almost here! Well, not really, but it’s getting closer
every day. In a few short weeks, we’ll all be packing up and heading out of
Providence. For all you seniors, you will probably never see Providence again.
In light of this fact, Uncle Walter thought it would be nice to compile a list of
the best streets here in Providence to remind everyone of all the good times
they have had and all the great places they’ve been. And so, we give you:

Uncle Walter’s Top Nine Streets Near PC
9.) Oakland Ave: Just don’t walk past Golden Crust.
8.) Mineral Spring Ave: A fast food lovers paradise (not to mention that it is the
home of Douglas Liquors, the Mecca of liquor stores).
7.) Pinehurst Ave: It’s got a really big rock on the side of the road.
6.) Chad Brown: Safety is not everything.
5.) Douglas Avenue; After a satisfying meal at Sticky Fingers, you can relax in
the garden paradise of Armenian Heritage Park.
4.) Admiral Street: It’s got the Spa! Enough said.
3.) Pembroke Ave: Any street that has couches hanging on telephone poles is
all right in our book (and now its got TWO street signs!)
2.) Italy Street: A little street with a lot of heart.
1.) Eaton Street: At one end there is a church. At the other, a cesspool of sin.
Coincidence? I don’t think so.

The Farley
Awards
We had the Grammy awards and then the Oscars and I’m sure the MTV
movie awards are probably around the comer and then there’s the People’s
choice award and the Billboard Music Award and the Emmy Awards and the
Tony Award and the Ace Awards and all that kind of stuff. So, because I’ve
been thinking about all these awards, I’ve decided to hand out the Farley Awards.
Enough talking, now for the long awaited awards:

CRUELEST TREATMENT OF A TREE ON CAMPUS: The guys who chopped
down the tree in front of Slavin and then replaced it with a slab of concrete.
WORST BUILDING ON CAMPUS IN WHICH TO WATCH A MOVIE:
Feinstein.
BEST MOVIE OF 1999: Being John Malkovich
WORST IDEA BY NBC: Canceling Freaks and Geeks
WORST IDEA BY PC: Getting rid of Mural Lounge.
BEST IDEA BY A PROFESSOR: Giving a class outside.
TALLEST BUILDING ON CAMPUS: McVinney.
PROFESSOR WHO LOOKS MOST LIKE SANTA CLAUS: That Professor
with the white hair and the white beard.
BEST PLACE TO HANG OUT ON TUESDAY NIGHTS: The tunnel between
Fennel and Dore.
BEST PLACE ON CAMPUS TO PLAY DUCK-DUCK-GOOSE: The little
plaza between Siena and Howley where no one ever goes.
MOST CONTROVERSIAL STUDENT ON CAMPUS: Kevin “Ditka”
McDonnell
BEST ATHLETE ON CAMPUS: That Irish runner.
FAVORITE ENTITY TO BLAME FOR WHAT’S WRONG WITH CAMPUS:
Administration.
BEST CONSTRUCTION WORKERS ON CAMPUS: The guys who are
building the chapel where the Grotto used to be.
BEST NEWSPAPER ON CAMPUS: The Cowl
PIECE OF INFORMATION ABOUT CLASSMATES THAT IS MOST
COMMONLY FORGOTTEN ON THIS CAMPUS: Last names.
COOLEST PERSON ON CAMPUS: Fran.
FRIENDLIEST PERSON ON CAMPUS: That guy who says hi to everyone.
MOST MYSTERIOUS PLACE ON CAMPUS: The library archives.
MOST FAMOUS ALUMNUS: Dave Lifrieri.
BEST PLACE TO HANG OUT ON THURSDAY MORNINGS: The roof of
Moore Hall.
COOLEST TREND ON CAMPUS: Using walkie-talkies.
SMARTEST PERSON ON CAMPUS: That guy who hangs out in the library
all the time, but isn’t a student or faculty member.
BEST MIDDLE NAME ON CAMPUS: Joy.
BEST CANDIDATE FOR FRESHMAN CLASS TREASURER: Tom Scalzo.
BAND THAT SHOULD HAVE WON BATTLE OF THE BANDS: Scalzo.

A few days ago we discussed Allen
Ginsberg in my poetry class. We talked
about his life and works and influence,
but we also talked about his inspiration.
We talked about how one day Ginsberg
read a seven-line poem by William
Blake that changed his life. Reading
this poem inspired Ginsberg to delve
into his own mind, to think deeply about
the world that surrounded and
oppressed him. It inspired him to
change his life and do what made him
happy. And it inspired him to create.
Seven lines of poetry, thirty short
words, changed a man’s life. And this
changed Ginsberg, this thoughtful,
expressive Ginsberg, changed the lives
of others in his own poetry.
I feel that this story is inspiring and
important for everyone, but particularly
for all of us confused seniors (I know
that I talk about graduation and jobs and
the future a lot, and I apologize, but it’s
hard not to when it’s constantly in your
face).
At this point in the semester, most
everyone is scrambling for a job. Of
course there are exceptions; the grad
school bound and those who have
simply given up all hope, but for the
majority of seniors here at P.C., it’s
getting down to the wire. In this time
of madness I think people start to get
scared. They start to latch on to any
opportunity that comes floating by.
This is not altogether bad because, let’s
face it, we all need jobs. What frightens
me about people taking whatever well
paying job comes along is that they
might close themselves off to other
future possibilities.
A few weeks ago I was talking to a
friend of mine from home. He was
telling me he had landed a job with
some big accounting firm in New York.
I told him I was happy for him, and I
was at first. But then he told me he
didn’t really like accounting. I, of
course, responded by asking him why
he was going to take an accounting job.
He told me that if he stayed on at this
company for twelve years, he would be
making $250,000. I stared at him for a
minute before asking the obvious
question: “Why would you do
something for twelve years that you
hate before you’ve even started?” He
didn’t say anything for a while but then

smiled and said, “I don’t know, but
$250,000 would be nice.” This scared
me. The fact that my friend would be
willing to sacrifice twelve years of his
life to a job he hates, for money. It scares
me that he would set himself on that
unhappy road for twelve long years and
simply ignore any other possibilities that
came along.
I don’t know for certain, but I am
afraid that my friend’s situation is not
unique. I am afraid that there are
hundreds of thousands of people just like
him, worried about money instead of
happiness. I am afraid for people who
find a job they hate but still start climbing
that corporate ladder. I am afraid that
they will one day be too scared to look
down. I am afraid for people who will
someday grow accustomed to the money
and security of their jobs and stop asking
if they actually like what they are doing.
I am afraid that if and when new
possibilities open up in their lives, these
people will be too set in their ways to
notice. I am afraid of my generation
growing up rich and miserable.
However, in the face of these fears, I
do have hope. I hope that these fears of
mine are unfounded and that Ginsberg’s
example will be emulated. I hope that if
people stumble across seven lines of
poetry, or any other inspiration, they will
be open to it, and maybe let it change
their lives as Ginsberg did. I hope that
people won’t ignore new ideas or
possibilities when they come along. I
hope that people will be somehow
inspired to ask themselves if they are
happy and then do something about it if
they are not. I hope that people won’t
let money close their minds to
inspiration.
I know that the time of big decisions
is here and I know that we all have to
make them. You might be happy with
your choice and you might not, but just
remember that whatever you choose to
do next year, your life is not set in stone.
Don’t let yourself slip into a routine of
boredom and unhappiness. Be open to
inspiration, be open to new things and
be open to the possibilities of a different
existence, because you never know when
you’ll come across something, a book, a
song, or seven lines of poetry, that will
change your life and you wouldn’t want
to miss it.

“I do not know what is untried and
afterward,
But I know it is sure and alive and
sufficient.”
Walt Whitman

Fill Me In
I started 1)________ at three in the morning. I spent all
day working with 2)________ 3)__________ , and I was
primed for some excitement. With a 4)
in my hand,
a 5)________ on my head, and a 6)________ girl on my mind,
I was ready to play. I met 7)_______ at 8)_________ because
she said she wanted to have a “talk” with me about
9)_________ 10)_________ and their role in the global
economy. After studying 11)________ the previous few days,
I was prepared.
Her opinions were all wrong. She thought that
12)_________ 13)__________ had a larger effect in the world’s
economy than 14)_______ 15)_________ . I told her she had
better get her 16)________ straight. The creatures she was
talking about hibernate all year in 17)_______ 18)_________ ,
and serve no purpose in society. I told her about the power of
19)_________ , and she was 20)________ by my knowledge,
and offered to take me out for a drink and some 21)_______
waffles. I hastily agreed, and we proceeded to 22)_______ all
the way to IHOP.

Advertising
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Jackie Esworthy was killed by a drunk driver one week
after her high school graduation.

What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever you have to.
Friends don't let friends drive drunk.

Q

U.S Department of Transportation
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Advertising
Bone up on tax breaks that

can help you foot the bills
for higher education.

The HOPE Credit can cut
your federal tax up to

$1500 per undergraduate
student per year. Applies
only to the first two years

of college or other post

secondary courses.
The Lifetime Learning

Credit can save you up to
S10(M) a year in taxes for

graduate, professional or

undergraduate study. You
cannot claim, both credits
for the same person in the
same year.

Education IRA.. You can

contribute up to $500 a
year per child to this

account until the child
turns 18,

You can withdraw funds
from manyz IRA accounts

without being charged an

early-withdrawal tax, if
you use the funds to pav

for qualified expenses of

higher education.
For fall details on haw to

qualify, see your 1.999 tax

booklet. Or check the IRS

Weo site: wwwdrs.gov
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i Coffeehouses
I'* P at Stuart’s:
\2S>
X

/ make a Bowl night II
\

X

X

X

8-n pm
\Tuesday, Apr. 11th
x\

Decorate a fish bowl / ,
\ x_ —. —----------------------------------FREE fish
/ >
_/

dose out Jubilee Week with the

GROTTO MASS

The Providence College Environmental
Club is proud to present...

EARTH DAY 2000!
Monday, Apr. 17th
’
Slavin lawn (’64 Hall if it rains)
All Day!
There will be speakers from Campus Green Vote and Save
the Bay, live music, informational tables, lot’s of FREE food,
face painting, hemp hair wrapping, frisbee tournaments
and more! Everyone is invited to come down to have fun
and learn what they can do to make a difference.

Sunday, April 9th
10:30 pm
Slavin Lawn

.•• Johannine Society
sponsors a trip to

Club Drugs

JFK Library & Museum

What are they?
What are their effects?

and 2 hr shopping stop at Quincy Market

Presentation & Discussion
Wednesday, Apr. 1 2th
4 PM in Slavin 203

>

Saturday, Apr. 8th 10 AM-5 PM
transportation provided
$5

Please attend this info, session
by Special Agent Tina Murphy
from the National Drug
Enforcement Administration
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Habitat for Humanity
Weekend Trips
Come make new
friends and help out
the community!
Sign-Ups for all
weekend trips until
Easter Break are in
the Chaplain’s Office,
Slavin 211.
No transportation is
necessary to the site on
Pembroke Avenue.
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» Junior & Seniors: r
The First Annual Amos
FRIARFEST
I
House Bowl-a-thon Macro-Brewery Festival
at Lincoln Lanes in Lincoln, RI
L *'

AmoSk
H

O
u
s
E
Hefp ThemseGes.

Saturday, Apr. 8th
2-6 PM on Slavin Lawn
FREE Food - Live Music
Cheap Beer

3-6PM
Saturday, Apr. 15 th
Tickets are $5 per person.

Buy Bracelets w/ proper ID at the S*A*I*L Office $5

All proceeds raised will benefit the Amos House.
If you are interested in participating in this
event either by sponsorship or donation, please
contact Patrick Natarelli at (401) 272-3866.

: Dance Team Tryouts
i Apr. 26th and 27th 7-9:30 PM
Apr. 28th 5-7 PM ,
Spring Discussion Series:
in Peterson
Thursday, Apr. 13th at 6:30 PM
We perform at men’s and women’s

r “Spring Fever” £
April signals the change of
seasons and is a time for
growth. This is the time for
distractions and a loss
offocus too, however. Join
others to sort out new
dimensions and possibilities.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

basketball games, late night madness
and special functions. Bring bring a
• blank tape and come dressed to dance!
! Questions? Call Nicole x3558, Jamie x4172, or Holly x3922

l|||k / The Historical Society,

/the new national organization^
/ for historians and students of
/ history, will hold its first Rhode
/Island regional meeting at Providence
/ ,z^
College on Friday, April 7th,
at Pm *n Moore Hall III.

All sessions will take place in the Soft
Lounge, Slavin Center, Lower Level.

The principal speaker on this occasion will be
Professor Charles Neu, Chair of the History
Department at Brown University, whose topic
\
will be “The Vietnam War and the
\
Transformation of America.”

Sponsored by The Personal Counseling Center.
For more info, go to Slavin 209 or dial x2343.

BOP Channel 47\
r Movies for April«

\ The session is open to all persons interested
\ in the topic and the Society. For further
information, contact Richard J. Grace,
gk
\ Chair of the History Department at
'a \ Providence College (865-2074).

IScent of a Woman - Sixteen Candles !
ymomas Crown Affair - Karate Kid /
^^alvzeTiiis - PatchA^^^

Gducalion Giu7
JlCeetiny
(jfuesdatp 7lpr. lli£
7pm in £)faoin 217

Class Officer Elections
Announcements
Meet & Hear your candidates at the
BBQ/Debate! Post your questions at
mascot.com! Tuesday, Apr. 11th
at 5:30 PM on Slavin Lawn
Classes of 2001, 2002, 2003 all vote in
Raymond Hall between 9:30 AM - 4 PM
Check out the most comprehensive class
election coverage ever at mascot.com!

Moonlight Cruise
Friday, Apr. 14th . .0
5:30 PM
Mr
*'• ’• ' * ■•'•X

”

$15 (includes admission & food)

cash bar available
tix on sale now in BOP Office
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Softball seeing double after Irish encounter
by

Matt Young ’01

Sports Staff

The Providence College Lady Friars
faced off against national powerhouse
University of Notre Dame on Sunday
afternoon. The 21s,-ranked Fighting Irish
showed why they are a force to be
reckoned with as they defeated
Providence 16-0 in the first game of the
afternoon, and 9-3 in the finale. The
losses dropped the Lady Friars to 12-14
overall and 1-3 in the Big East.
In the first game Notre Dame broke
open a tight contest as they scored eight
runs in the second inning, along with six
in the third to cruise to victory. The Irish
showed why they are regarded as having
one of the most potent offenses in the
country, as everyone in their lineup
smashed the ball around the ballpark all
game long.
Head Coach Dana Fulmer
complimented the Irish squad saying,
“This year they are very very dominant.
They are overpowering one through
nine. They are a phenomenal team and
they are going to as far this year.”
Notre Dame did not let up in the
second game as they jumped out to an
early lead, scoring five unearned runs in
the bottom of the second inning. Down
6-0 in the fourth the Friars got some
offense of their own going. Junior Kerri
Jacklets started the Friars rally as she
blasted a two-run homerun. Junior Jami
Servidone then singled, and Senior
Heather Nathan followed with a walk
giving the Friars runners at second and
third with nobody out. Making the most
of her opportunity, Amber Carr doubled
driving in Servidone, thus cutting the
lead to 6-3. From there the Friars would

get no closer as Irish pitcher Michele
Moschel retired the next three
Providence hitters.
“Its good for us to play teams like
that,” commented Coach Fulmer. “It’s
good for us to know that we have a lot
to work on and that’s a goal for us to be
a team like that eventually.”
On Saturday April 1, the Lady Friars

In the second game the Friars were
unable to muster much of an offensive
threat besides a Jami Servidone two-run
homer, as they fell to the Panthers.
On March 31, Providence used some
extra inning heroics, along with a solid
offensive performance to pick up two
victories over Sacred Heart University.
The Friars won the opening game of

photo by John Englishmen ’03

The Lady Friars have started off slowly in the Big East, due in part to a
double header sweep by the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame.
kicked off the Big East season splitting the twin bill in dramatic fashion as they
a pair of games with Pittsburgh. scored in the bottom of the ninth to upend
Providence won the first game 3-2, but Sacred Heart 2-1. Heather Nathan
was cut down in the second, losing by a started off the ninth with a single, but
score of 4-2. Freshman Melissa Peterson was cut down on a strike’em out
picked up the win for the Friars in the throw’em out double play. Down to their
opening game.
final out in the inning the Friars came
“Missy Peterson did a phenomenal alive, as Sophomore Megan Wargin
job for us on the mound,” said Fulmer. helped orchestrate the winning rally as
“Missy is stepping up and doing a great she singled to left. Senior co-captain
job for us, she is pitching a lot of games Bonnie Skrenta then reached on an error,
right now.”
which advanced Wargin to third and

Skrenta to second. Sacred Heart chose
to intentionally walk Junior Gwyn
Mangini in order to create a force play
at any base, however in the end the move
backfired as Nicole Nelson’s
comebacker to the pitcher scored the
Friars winning run thanks to aggressive
base running by Wargin. Wargin taking
off on contact from third was able to
score as she collided with Sacred Heart’s
catcher Karyn Fortier forcing Fortier to
drop the ball and enabling the Friars to
escape with the victory.
In the second game the Friars used
timely hitting to take advantage of
several Sacred Heart errors as they
cruised to a slaughter rule victory in five
innings. The Friars blew open the game
in the second inning as Junior Nicole
Nelson blasted a double scoring two
runs. Senior Co-captain Jami Servidone
then rounded out the scoring in the
inning as she singled home a run pushing
the lead to 4-0. The Friars finished off
the visitors in the bottom of the fifth as
they scored two more times.
The Lady Friars take their show on
the road this week as they take on
Quinnipiac College on Thursday and
Syracuse on Saturday.
“We are going to have to have our
other two pitchers step up and replace
Robyn [West],” said Fulmer. “Robyn is
a huge loss for us and we are going to
have to find somebody to fill those
shoes.
We also need offensive production,”
added the coach. “We are basically
having great hits from the fourth batter
and the ninth batter, but not in a row.
What we are working on now is putting
the hits together and doing little things
up at bat to produce runs.”

Local sports roundup: Ialongo signs with Baby B’s
by

R.J. Friedman ’03

Sports Staff

The Boston Red Sox opened the 2000
regular season with a thrilling 2-0 win
vs. the Seattle Mariners at Safeco Field
Tuesday night. Sox ace Pedro Martinez
made his third straight Opening Day start
for Boston, striking out two in the first
inning, two in the second, two in the
third, three in the fourth and two in the
fifth inning, as Troy O’Leary beat out a
slow roller to second to score John
Valentin for the 1-0 Boston lead. The
one run would end up bring all Martinez
would need as he retired six of the next
seven batters. Boston added and
insurance run in the seventh inning when
Jason Varitek walked to start the inning,

moved to second on a Darren Lewis sacbunt and Jose Offerman ripped a RBI
double to left to make it 2-0. Martinez
would finish the game pitching seven
innings, allowing just two hits, two
walks and 11 strikeouts. Sox closer
Derek Lowe came on in relief in the
eighth inning and was just as dominant,
as he worked a perfect eighth and ninth
inning to put this one in the books.
Boston began the year 2000 with an
excellent 2-0 victory. Martinez recorded
his third consecutive Opening Day win
and Derek Lowe his first save.
Eliminated from the 1999-2000
Stanley Cup Playoffs, the Boston Bruins
will play consecutive games on Saturday
and Sunday to wrap up yet another sub
par season for the Boys in Black. Losing

C L A S
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Opportunities
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Opportunities

s
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APARTMENTS FOR
RENT
Pembroke Avenue
Alarm, 2 Bedrooms,
Gas Heat, Dishwasher,
Off street parking
Please call Bill at

Looking to build your
resume?
Gain valuable business
experience?
Learn desktop publishing?
Develop marketing plans?

401-474-1747

JOIN THE COWL ADVERTISNG
OR
BUSINESS STAFF!!

Student organizations earn
$ 1,000-2,000 with the easy
campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact campusfundraiser.com,
(888) 923-3238, or visit
ww. campusfundraiser, com

LEARN HOW TO USE
ADOBE PAGEMAKER
AND PHOTOSHOP!

STOP BY THE COWL
OFFICE, LOCATED
IN 104 SLAVIN
TO PICK UP AN
APPLICATION!

many players to injuries, including
starting goalie Byron Dafoe, forwards
Jason Alison and Anson Carter, long
time defenseman and captain Ray
Bourque, and forward Marty McSorley
to a possible career-ending suspension,
this season will undoubtedly be one to
forget for Bruins fan.
A year after winning the Calder Cup
of the AHL, the Providence Bruins will
wrap up a three game set this weekend to
end yet another forgettable season. The
Baby B’s will travel to face the Springfield
Falcons on Friday, April 7, and will host
the Worcester IceCats on Saturday, April
8 in their final home game of the season.
They will wrap up their season on Sunday
against the Hartford Wolf Pack. In other
P-Bruin news, PC defenseman Jason

Ialongo was recently signed by the Baby
B’s on a day-to-day contract last week,
and has been playing well above
expectations for the close of the season.
Grant Hill had 27 points and eight
rebounds and the Detroit Pistons
survived a 17-0 run to beat Boston 111106 Wednesday night, sending the
Celtics to their ninth straight loss. Kenny
Anderson led Boston with 24 points,
including eight in the final 90 seconds,
while Paul Pierce added 20 points, seven
rebounds and six assists; Boston’s ninegame losing streak is its longest since a
10-game skid in March and April of
1997. Five of the six longest streaks in
team history have come since 1994. The
loss mathematically eliminated Boston
from the playoffs.

I F I E 1D
Opportunities

Opportunities

...................... 1

SPORTS MARKET RESEARCH
Part-time interviewers, 21 and over. People who like to fly and have flexible
schedules. Great resume builder. Call for interview
Performance Reseacrh
401-848-5893
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Providence Place

Athletes of the
Week

The Beginning of the Track
by Alison

Carton ’01

Sports Staff

Missy Peterson
Fr., Santa Ana, Calif.
Missy improved her record to 7-4 on the
mound, picking up wins against
Fairfield, Pittsburgh and both games vs.
Sacred Heart this week. She only al
lowed three hits from the Lady Pioneers
while fanning six batters. She currently
owns a 1.81 ERA for 77.1 innings.

Rachel Hixson
Jr., Media, Pa.
Rachel finished sixth in the 5,000 meters
(16:33.11) at the Raleigh Relays in Ra
leigh, N.C. and qualified for the NCAA
Championship.

Schedule
Softball
4/6 at Quinnipiac
doubleheader, 2:00 p.m.

In 1961, Dr. Ray Hanlon became an
education professor at PC and began a
long distance track program, an addition
to the already successful track team run
by Hall of Fame coach Harry Coates.
Hanlon came to PC with extensive
experience in long distance running
after a successful career at Lemoyne
University in New York as a runner and
coach. He was a
member of the first
graduating class of
Lemoyne University
in 1951 and took
over as coach the
following
year.
Hanlon’s
high
school
coach
became his coach at
Lemoyne
and
planted the seeds for
Hanlon to develop a
future successful
team. As a coach,
Hanlon had to build
on small successes,
such as runners finishing in 8th or 9,h
place, to develop his eventual
conference champions. Hanlon became
a successful coach by demanding the
most from his runners. By the time
Hanlon left Lemoyne for PC, his teams
were dominating the Mecca conference,
which included schools such as Sienna
College and St. Bonaventure.

At PC Hanlon applied the same
demanding training system to shape
good runners into successful all-around
athletes that he used at Lemoyne. “I
knew that there was a lot of natural
talent in the New England area. I had
the opportunity to make it work; the
ability was at my fingertips,” said
Hanlon. Hanlon would take in good
runners and chum out All-Americans.
At that time teams did not have to
qualify for the national races by

New York, where he grew up and where
he learned how to coach, gave him more
recruiting options. “As a result of being
at LaMoine I had more connections for
recruiting purposes,” he said. He not only
knew about the best local runners but he
could easily find out about good runners
from Upstate New York, New York City,
and Long Island as well. Hanlon’s
program received between 2 and 4
scholarships, which he broke up and
spread throughout the team. “We didn’t
have the potential to
get the runners who
excelled, they went to
the larger state schools
with more scholarship
opportunities,” said
Hanlon. But Hanlon
still found a way to
create New England
Championship teams
and All-American
runners. “The kids we
had
came
and
developed in a system
that worked. Other
kids were attracted to
our program when
they saw that we were creating successful
runners,” stated Hanlon.
Hanlon left PC in 1969 on sabbatical
in order to pursue his graduate studies at
the University of Ireland. Hanlon was not
pleased with the direction in which the
country’s collegiate track program in
general was heading at that time and did
not continue coaching when he returned.
“I think that everything became over
organized. The NCAA started dictating
and over-organizing everything. The new
system that implemented regional
qualifying meets kept some potential good
runners out of the big dance. They moved
a lot of people out of the circle of
competition,” explained Hanlon.
Hanlon believes there are too many levels
separating the athletes from one another,
stunting the development of some
potentially great runners. According to
Hanlon because the best runners in our
country are not always competing against
each other they do not have the
opportunity to fully develop their talents.
“The NCAA should make the nationals
more accessible to the lower runners, it
leaves the door open for the sleeping giant
to have his day,” stated Hanlon.

According to Hanlon because
the best runners in our country
aren’t always competing
against each other, they do not
have the opportunity to fully
develop their talents
winning regional races and meets. Any
team could go to the nationals at
Michigan State as long as the coach
could fit it into the budget. This system
allowed any school that wanted it, and
could afford it, the opportunity to race
against the best runners in the country
and win the National Championship.
Hanlon’s running roots in upstate

Softball (Overall)
Notre Dame
Villanova
Connecticut
Seton Hall
St. John’s
Rutgers
Providence
Pittsburgh
Boston Coll.

4/8 at Syracuse
doubleheader, noon

W

L

T

26
15
20
12
16
10
12
11
4

9
7
10
8
16
9
14
16
11

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Lacrosse (Overall)
w
St. Joseph’s
Mount St. Mary’s
Providence
Quinnipiac
Sacred Heart
Manhattan
Marist
Canisius
Siena
Wagner

7
5
5
3
4
2
3
1
0
0
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2
5
4
4
5
6
3
7
6
7
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4/11 at Holy Cross
doubleheader, 3:00 p.m.
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Lacrosse
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4/8 vs. Marist at 2:00 p.m.

:

4/12.at Canisius at 3:00 p.m.

4/8 vs. Marist @ 2pm
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«
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•
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Women’s Tennis
4/6 vs. St. Johns, noon

Tf>e Women's Tennis Team
Hits The Court
4/9 vs. St. John’s @ noon

4/9 vs. St. Johns, noon

Men’s Tennis
4/11 vs. UCONN, 3:00 p.m.

Golf
4/8 and 4/9 at Yale Invitational

4/11 at Big Five Championship

Women’s Track
4/7 at UCONN vs. Rhode
Island, Boston College, and
Albany
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} 4/11 vs. Connecticut @ 3pm
I 4/12 vs. Boston College @ 3pm
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Friars find early
season success with
second place finish
by Jen

Watson ’03

Sports Staff

Despite the rainy weather in Issue,
Maryland, this past weekend, the
Providence College Golf Team managed to
beat twenty-six other college golf teams
when they tied for second place at the
George Washington University Invitational.
Providence finished just five strokes behind
the top finisher of the tournament, Iona
University. This was their best finish of the
season, as PC finished tied with the
University of Pennsylvania, and came in
one stroke ahead of Villanova University,
in fourth place. The 36-hole tournament
took place from Sunday to Monday, April
2-3, at the par 72,6,761 yard course- Swan
Point Golf and Yacht Club, Monday April
3.
Providence College finished with a
total of (309-380-617), just behind leader
Iona at (305-307-612). “Not getting the
win this weekend only intensifies our
desire to win next week at Yale,” said
junior co-captain Ben Bridgeo with
optimism. “I think we have found a
lineup that is our strongest in years, and
we are all hungry for a victory,”
On the first day of competition, the
Friars fired an opening round of 309.
They trailed the leaders by four strokes
heading into Monday’s competition.
Sunday’s leader was junior co-captain
Dean Cashman. Cashman shot a four
over par 76 tied in ninth place with five
other college golfers. Following the
leader Villanova, by only four strokes at
a par 72. Junior Bridgeo also has a good
day. He followed Cashman one stroke
behind at 77. Sophomore Chris Tobey

tied Bridgeo in fifteenth place.
Among the PC Friars that did well
in Sunday’s event was junior Justin
Monahan with a seven over par 79.
Chris Hynes, a junior, tied for 80,h
overall with an eleven over par 83.
Providence finished the first day of
competition twenty-one over par,
tied with Robert Morris.
Leading the PC Friars on the
second day of competition was, once
again, Cashman. He placed sixteenth
with three other golfers. His two-day
total was 76-78-154. Cashman
finished seven strokes off from the
tournament champion. Hynes and
Bridgeo tied for the 23rd spot. Their
two-day total was 156, Bridgeo shot
a 78-79 and Hynes fired an 83-73.
Monahan finished 28lh with a 13 over
par 157 (78-79) and Tobey tied for
35,h (77-81-158).
“If we can keep improving on
this weekend then we should have a
great
spring,”
commented
Cashman,“the most positive part of
this weekend was that everyone
contributed. We all have great
confidence in each other to play their
hardest and save as many strokes as
possible for the team,” stated
Cashman.
“Hopefully we can continue with
solid play and contend for the
championship at Yale next weekend.
Friar golfers, when they return to
action this weekend, will ravel to
New Haven, Connecticut, to the Yale
Golf Course to compete in the Yale
Spring Invitational.
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Former baseball
Friars find success
at new homes
by George

Colli ’01

Sports Staff

The administrations* decision to cut
baseball last year, in order to be in
compliance with Title IX sent a shock
wave through the PC campus. After
completing their season as Big East
Champion, and earning a berth to the
College World Series, several members
of last year’s team decided to go
elsewhere to graduate college and play
ball. What was PC’s loss has certainly
been other colleges’ gain.
Twelve former Friars are now
wearing die school colors for other
teams, and several arc making the most
of their chances. No one is making more
of an impact than Junior Dan Conway
Conway, the everyday catcher for
18lh-ranked Wake Forest, is currently
leading the Demon Deacon’s in home
runs (11) and RBI’s (41). His eleven
home runs are good enough to lead the
ACC in the category and he is third in
the conference in RBI’s.
Joining Conway at Wake Forest
were sophomores Jamie Athas and
Ryan Lewis. Athas, who was the
starting shortstop for PC last year as a
freshman, has found a new home at
first base. He has started 23 games for

game last year verses Florida State in the
College World Series, Is being counted
on as a valuable left-handed pitcher for
the Eagles.
Rounding out the Big East connection
is sophomore Brendan Trainor a
Villanova. After returning from
shoulder injury, Trainor has started 1
out of 14 games he’s appeared in. He i
batting .295 with 12 RBI’s and six run
scored. After starting ten games a
shortstop, Trainor has been moved to
third base this past week.
Matt Ciardelli has moved on to
Fairfield University where he has started
all 23 of the Stags games and is batting
.307. Ciardelli, a sophomore, leads the
team in runs scored (18), and has three
home runs and 12 RBIs.
There may have been no Friar with
worse luck then Brendan Ryan last year
During batting practice of the opening
weekend last spring at College o
Charleston, Ryan crashed into the
outfield wall shagging fly balls. The
accident ended his season as he broke
his wrist. Entering this year, Ryan hopet
his luck would change at Northeastern
University. By all accounts it has, as he
is batting .316 on the season and has also
appeared in four games on the mount
collecting a 7.88 ERA with a 0-2 record

A NOTICE TO THE
STUDENT BODY
Family Day, an open house for
all accepted students in the class
of 2004 and their families will be
held on campus

Saturday, April 15th
PLEASE BE MINDFUL OF
OUR 3200 GUESTS ON
CAMPUS

Last year’s Big East baseball champions have been scattered to the four
winds, finding new places to play at schools as far away as Wake Forest
and as close as Boston College.
the Demon Deacons and has a .349 BA in eight innings of work.
Junior Brett Donovan transferred
with one home run and 15 RBIs.
Lewis, has appeared in 12 games closer to his New York City home and is
with a 3.86 ERA in 16.3 innings. He playing for Dominican College. Since
is holding opponents to a .250 BA and returning from a rotator cuff injury,
has a 0-1 record.
Donovan has pitched 15 innings and
Last year’s Big East Rookie of the compiled a l-l record in five
year, Mike Scott, is currently playing appearances. He has started two games
at UConn and was chosen as Pre for Dominican and picked up a complete
season Player of the year. He is batting game victory last Sunday.
Jason Hairston, a senior, transferred
.351 with 19 runs scored seven
doubles, three triples, one home run down the road to Bryant College, after
spending the first semester here at PC.
and 16 RBIs.
Also staying the Big East were Neil After a slow start, Hairston is beginning
McCarthy and Mike Stuart. McCarthy, to heat up as the starting center fielder
who had transferred to PC from Florida for the Bulldogs, who are ranked number
Southern, finds himself at his third school one in New England. Hairston has batted
in as many years. He has been chosen first .500 with two home runs and 10 RBIs in
team AU-Big East and is starting in the his last six games, including a bottom of
outfield for Boston College.
the ninth, two out three-run home run to
Stuart, who started the Friars’ final win a game last weekend.

^-CAR CONNECTIONS

THANK YOU IN ADVANCE
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS

CARS / TRUCKS
— All makes & models, any year —
1821 County St., Somerset, MA 02726

$

•t

------------ 508-675-3750-O
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The Frozen Masters of
Opening Day

The________
article I’ve ever
written
by John

Zilch, Jr. ’01

Asst. Sports Editor

Sick of hearing suggestions,
complaints, and critcisms for my articles,
I’ve decided to let my readers do a little
work. This week I’ve set up a mad lib.
In case you have never completed a madlib before, don’t read this article until you
have skipped around the column and
filled in the blanks according to the
descriptions given at the bottom.
The Boston Red Sox have started off
the 2000 season with a dominant
performance behind Pitcher Pedro
Martinez and defeated the Mariners 20. The Sox have high expectations this
year. The major sports publication
Sports Illustrated has predicted the Red
Sox to win the whole thing, proving that
S'/is as
*12345678
as usual. This is highly
improbable because during the off
season, the Red Sox continue to only
sign players older than______ J______ .
This year Gary Gaetti got the phone call.
The Masters golf tournament begins
tomorrow and Tiger Woods is the talk
of the town, now that John Rocker, the
3
who had the nerve to verbally
abuse others, has departed. Woods,
known for his tremendous ability to
_____ f_____ is favored by experts and
his opponents alike.
October 2nd is the set date for Marty
McSorely, the_____ £_____ Boston
Bruins defenseman who slashed
Vancouver Canuck Donald Brashear
during a game February 21s1. The trial,
in which McSorely faces a charge of
physical assault, may quite possibly
become the most intriguing sportsrelated case since______ «______ .
World TeamTennis, a pro tennis
league owned partly by John McEnroe,

1. word describing the mental state
of John Hinckley
2. Renaissance philosopher
3. any abusive, derogatory expletive
4. any verb pertaining to golf
5. another word for without teeth
6. breakfast beverage
7. city or state you purposely travel
around
8. nickname a pro wrestler would be
embarrassed by

held its marquee player draft this past
Tuesday. Venus Williams was the first
player drafted and taken by St. Louis,
while sister Serena was selected by the
Delaware Smash, Monica Seles was taken
by the Hartford FoxForce and other
teams, such as the____ j____
_____ 8_____ , used strategy and passed
on singles players to strengthen their
doubles teams.
Of course, the college basketball
national championship took place this
past weekend and it was no surprise that
Michigan State and UCONN captured the
titles. In the women’s game, UCONN
made short work of a Tennessee squad,
the only team to beat the Huskies during
the regular season. In the men’s game,
Michigan State controlled the Florida
Gators throughout. The only drama that
unfolded when Michigan State guard
Mateen Cleaves left the game so he could
get a___ ».___ , a___ io___ , and a
11
to ease the pain of a light sprain
in his ankle.
The NFL schedule for next season has
been released, and for the first time in 16
years, the Patriots, who usually 12
are scheduled to play the Thanksgiving
game on_____ is
The Pats take
on the Detroit lions in the perennial
festival that is viewed by millions of
sports fans bloated after their own festival
of eating too much and having to leave
by means of
14
Finally, Mike Tyson stars in the new
motion picture “Black and White” and
actually battles with Allan Houston over
who exactly is the worst actor. It’s
questionable what’s worse, watching Iron
Mike act, or sitting through
is
In all, a pretty exciting week in the
world of sports, brought to you by the
same writer you read
>6 .

9. a type of prognosis, opinion
10. type of ointment, or healing device
11. brand of beer
12. word for suck
13. any Holiday
14. heavy lifting machine
15. any James Van Der Beek flick
16. (never doesn’t make any sense
grammatically)

by

The 1999-2000 academic year is
quickly coming to an end. As the cold
winter months
The
draw to a close, the
warm air of the
Penalty
spring will soon
Killer
engulf Providence
College and the sunbathers and Frisbee
players will soon find their way back
onto the Grotto.
Oh...I forgot they tore the Grotto
down. Sorry. They’ll have to find
somewhere else to play. They can
move to Slavin Lawn.
Sorry again...there was a big hole
in the ground. The grass is now just
dirt. I keep forgetting that.
But anyway, spring is coming. And
that means that the sports calendar is
turning over a new page. And this
happens to be a busy weekend in the
world of sports. Three major sporting
events occur this week that deserve the
attention and ratings points that only
college students can offer. All three
events are contrasts in style. The
Frozen Four in Providence, The
Masters at Augusta, and the start of the
baseball season are all major events in
the sporting world that happen this
weekend. And this is why right now,
sports fans all over the world are
singing the Ode to Joy. Because we are
in heaven.
First things first. The Frozen Four
is coming back to Providence for the
seventh time, with the championship
game to be played Saturday night at
the Civic Center. By now PC and the
city of Providence have had plenty of
practice hosting this tournament, and
it’s going to be a good time. St.
Lawrence, North Dakota, and two
Hockey East teams, Boston College
and the defending National Champion
Maine Black Bears are the four teams
vying for the title.
If you are lucky enough to have
tickets, then use them. The three games
that will take place are going to be
some of the most exciting hockey that
these parts have seen in a long time.
It’s not often that Providence gets to
host a national title game. In fact, it
might be a while before PC and the
Civic Center gets another Frozen Four.
It’s going to be an exciting time. The
young talent that all four teams possess
is worth the price of admission alone.
The new breed of NHL stars will be
playing this weekend in our little Civic
Center. Get out and watch some
hockey.
Which leads to another event filled
with young stars and rising talents. Oh

Men’s Tennis
strong vs. BU
only one of four matches. The Lady Friars
lost to Temple on Friday 1-5, with
freshman Courtney Maloy posting the only
individual victory of the match. They beat
Albany 8-1 and had a disappointing loss
to Army on Saturday. The top three singles
players, led by sophomore Brooke Rubin
and junior Alison Carton, clinched
victories for the Lady Friars but Army
came back strong and swept the remaining
matches.
Coach LaBranche hoped,the women
would bring the momentum of their victory
against Rutgers last week into their match
against Seton Hall on Sunday but they fell
to the Pirates 0-9. With the three
disappointing losses last week, the Lady
Friars drop to 15-5 on the season. The
Lady Friars will host St. John’s at home
on April 9 at 3:00.

yeah, and it is the most prestigious golf
major on the planet. The Masters will
take place this weekend from Augusta,
Georgia. Tiger Woods will look to
continue his dominance over the golfing
world and look to win his third major
championship. The task won’t be easy
however though. A red hot Hal Sutton
leads the pack looking to take Tiger off
the pedestal, with David Duval, Sergio
Garcia, and a handful of others all
nipping at his heels.
The Masters has always produced
some of the best and most exciting golf
of the year. There is no greater pressure
on a PGA tour golfer than coming into
the world famous “Amen Corner” with
a lead. Watch the greatest players in the
world try to keep their nerves when it’s
almost impossible to do so. And then
watch the biggest prize in golf, the green
jacket, be bestowed upon the winner. The
Masters provides the history, the drama,
and the play no other major can give.
Those 72 holes are going to be fun. And
one mistake can cost a player everything.
There is not room for error, which makes
it all the more fun.
Which finally leads to the longhaul
of them all, the Major League Baseball
season. 162 games in the sacred chapels
of sport, places like Wrigley Field,
Fenway Park, Yankee Stadium, and
many others will each host the purest
sport in the entire world. There is no
other like baseball.
Experts, writers, and people all over
the world will formulate their predictions
on who is going to win the divisions,
who’s going to beat who and what’s
going to happen this year. But that in
itself is part of the fun only baseball can
bring. It is impossible to predict what is
going to happen in baseball. Over 162
games, almost anything can happen.
Injuries, slumps, streaks, and who knows
what ever else can derail an entire
season. And this first week is very
important. It is to set the tone for the
entire year. Teams that slump early tend
to struggle the rest of the year. Teams
that start hot with a few good quality
wins can take that momentum well into
the season.
Anyway that you want to look into
things. This week in sports is going to
be fun to say the least. The excitement
is at a fever pitch. Don’t blink, you might
miss something. Opening day, The
Masters and The Frozen Four only come
around once a year. It only gets this
exciting once a year. And that’s why
through all the negative, there are still
reasons to be a sports fan. Past the money
and the egos still come the game.
And the game in the end is the thing
that is, and will always be most
important.

In a Perfect
World

-Continued from page 36we played.”
Fabian and Coach Carl LaBranche
both commented on how support from
PC fans really made an impact on the
members of the team who are still reeling
from the effects of the Title IX decision
that cut funding to their program.
“We would like to thank the kids who
came to watch the Rutgers match,” said
LaBranche. “The team hasn’t had a lot
of good things happen to them recently
and they really appreciated the support.”
The Friars also defeated Seton Hall
5-2 on Sunday, improving their record
to 8-4. Up next for PC will be URI on
April 6, and they will face Big East
opponent University of Connecticut at
home on April 11 at 3:00.
The Women’s tennis team had a
somewhat disappointing week, winning

Dave Regan ’00
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by

George Colli ’01
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.. .Sports Illustrated will be correct.
...The Frozen Four will generate
great interest in college hockey in
Providence.
...Jason Ialongo, Mike Farrell, and
Josh MacNevin will continue to make
good impressions in the AHL.
...Baseball would be a year round
sport.
...The Soprano’s season finale will
be as good as the last episode.
...Those kids would not of been
kicked out of school.
...They would have taken a
different route to make their opinion
known.
.. .P.C. would bring Napster back.

...I would be a better golfer.
...The Bruin’s would make the right
decisions in the off-season.
...I would be a better student.
.. .The Adminstration would make
one logical decision.
...The Celtics will trade for a leader.
...Florida would have beat Michigan
St.
...I would have discovered the
excitement of PC tennis before Saturday.
.. .Chris Riccabono and Paco Fabien
would not whine as much during their
matches.
.. .Mark and Sammy will do it again,
and Ken will join them.
...Rhode Island would celebrate
Patriot’s Day.
...It would be all happening so fast

Sports
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A picture of Lacrosse hits
support

skids

-Continued from page 36not be there for the team.
If that equipment and support is
given, here is what a game for that team
would look like. A gorgeous field would
be prepared right before game time by
the grounds crew, who are usually
members of the school’s Physical Plant
or administration, by using the
aforementioned lyme to line the foul
lines and batter’s boxes. Umpires would
be paid and on time for the ground rules
and lineups to be exchanged.
The team would be well prepared by
a coaching staff that is given virtually
every type of help they can get from the
athletic department. The administration,
especially the athletic director and
college president, would be out watching
their baseball team win all their home
games.
Once the game begins students,
parents, and faculty would file into the
bleachers to cheer for their team. A
rowdy crowd of students would sneak a
couple of home brews out to left field
and sit on a stone wall behind the fence
to harass the opposition’s left fielder,
giving true meaning to the term ‘home
field advantage.’
The game would be played, and with
a solid effort from the players, the home
team would win. After the game, they
would go off and celebrate while the
athletic director and college president
congratulate them on a job well done.
The players and coaches know, however,
their celebration must be short lived, as
they must come out tomorrow and play
another game against another team.
Only this time they have to travel.
When they travel they pile into vans,
or busses if the distance is too much.
They are excused from classes by their
professors, as they know the importance

of competition and the team to these
students. They realize that education
does not only occur in the classroom,
but on the ball field as well.
Sounds like wishful thinking on this
campus, huh? Well, it isn’t.
Right down the road, a very close
version of what I just described takes
place at Bryant College. Three hundred
or so fans come to every game, and
there is a group who flocks to left field
to harass the visitors. The athletic
director has not missed a home game,
and the president has attended several
of them as well. The grounds crew, or
Physical Plant, takes care of the field
before the start, the umpires are on time,
and the game is always played hard by
a group of players who are well
prepared.
To top it off, they win. A lot. (lam
currently knocking.)
The story does not end there, my
faithful
reader,
as
Bryant’s
administrative support is not limited to
baseball. They added lacrosse, field
hockey, and football as varsity sports
this past year, and they are all
competitive first year programs. The
same administrators and fans who come
to the baseball games can be seen at
these contests as well.
Amazing how just fifteen minutes
down the road a school that makes a lot
more money cried poverty when it cut
sports rather than add them. It is truly
quite sad to see that happen, but if you
wish to see a good game, and plenty of
support, just travel down to Smithfield
to catch a baseball game. After all, it is
the closest successful baseball program
to PC.
But hey, I’m just a Sports Editor,
what do I know?

Loses fourth in a row
-Continued from page 36and freshman Skip Dunphy also tallied a
goal each in the loss.
With the victory. Stony Brook
improved to 2-6, while PC fell to 5-4. In
a non-league contest, the Friars’ MAAC
record was not affected, and remained at
4-1.
Despite a three goal effort by Houston,
Providence could not contain Mount St.
Mary’s senior Brian Cox, who scored five
goals to hand Providence a 16-7 defeat last
Saturday, April 1, at Glay Field. The loss
was PC’s first in MAAC play on the season.
Mount St. Mary’s wasted little time
taking control of the game, jumping out
to a 5-0 lead after the first quarter. The
Mount was led by junior Nick DeFelice,
who notched one goal and three assists
in the first 15 minutes of play.
Houston scored his first of three goals
with six minutes remaining in the second
quarter to put the Friars on the board for
the first time in the game. Mount St.
Mary’s continued to keep the pressure on,
and outscored Mount St. Mary’s 4-3 in
the second to hold a 9-3 lead at the half.
Mount St. Mary’s shut out the Friars
in the third quarter, and tallied five goals
to earn a 14-3 lead by the end of 45
minutes of play. Providence outscored
Mount St. Mary’s 4-2 in the final quarter,
but the offensive display put on by Mount
St. Mary’s was too much to handle as the
Mount earned its fifth win of the season,
16-7.
In addition to Houston’s three goals.

Dooley added two goals in the loss.
Sophomore Steve Heo and freshman
Dave Kole each added a goal as well, as
the Friars lost their third straight game
of the season.
Especially in the case of the last two
losses, one cannot ignore the fact the
keying in on senior captain Ken Leahy
and junior Jeff Merklinger, who have not
been factors in the outcomes of the last
two contests. Leahy leads the team with
33 points, 12 of them goals, while
Merklinger has 21 points, 17 of them
goals, and must produce if the Friars will
be victorious in the remainder of the
season.
Even with McCarthy in net on his
best day, the Friars need to work harder
at regaining their winning ways. The
lone bright spot, Houston has been the
only producer as of late, totaling 20 goals
and four assists on the season as a whole.
Battling to stay above .500, the Friars
will host Marist College on Saturday,
April 8, at Glay Field. They will then
travel to Buffalo, NY, on Wednesday,
April 12 to face Canisius College.
“We know that the teams we’ve been
playing are of a higher caliber than us,
but we need to try to get better and play
better in game situations,” said Burdick.
“We’re going to continue to work hard
this week in practice for our game this
weekend against Marist, and go from
there.”
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Sports
An
interesting
concept
Picture this:
A sport in spring involving
nine men on a team. There are
two teams that compete for nine
innings, but there is no real time
limit. In this
game, unlike
Off the
all the other
Bench
notable
sports, the
defense has
Joe
the ball at all
times, and Valenzano
the offense
wants nothing to do with it.
In this game, we’ll call it
Baseball, teams have to go
around three bases, ninety feet
apart from each other, and
eventually return to the place
they started, home plate, in
order to record a run for their
team. They are allowed to start
running these bases when they
hit a ball pitched by the
defensive player known, not
surprisingly, as the pitcher.
At the end of the nine
innings the team with the most
runs wins. The glorious aspect
of this game is that if, at the end
of the nine frames, there is a tie,
extra innings will be played
until a winner can be
determined.
Now picture this sport being
played by children of every age
in “Little Leagues,” high
schools, colleges, and, for those
who are very good at it,
professional leagues as well.
The key to a successful team at
all these levels is not only the
talent of the players and
coaches, but the support they
receive from their benefactors.
“Little Leagues” need to
have good parent support and
a town willing to pay for a
playing field. High schools and
colleges need supportive
athletic departments, faculty,
and student bodies to thrive.
Professional leagues need
money and a willingness to pay
top dollar for the best talent in
order to bring home a
championship.
Since we lack the ability to
see what happens when this
sport is supported here at PC,
let us just try to picture what it
would be like.
A fifty-one game college
season, of which, let us say,
eighteen are played at home,
can be grueling without any
support. Without fans at
games, it can be as if those
fifty-one games are on the road.
Without
administrative
support, the proper equipment
(i.e. bats, baseballs, lyme for
the foul lines, and a tarp) will
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Inside
Sports...

Lax falls to Stony Brook
by

R.J. Friedman

Sports Staff

After a 5-0 start to their
season, the Providence College
Men’s Lacrosse team’s hopes
were high for the rest of the
season. However, after losing
the last four games, the Friars
are back to square one as they
refocus their sights on playing
to win.
PC fell for the fourth
consecutive
time
on
Wednesday, April 5, at Glay
Field, as senior Dominic
D’Orazio led Stony Brook to a
12-5 win, scoring three goals
route to victory.
Stony Brook got off to a 3-1
lead after the first quarter, as
D’Orazio scored a natural hat
trick and all of the Sea Wolves’
goals in those first 15 minutes.
Sophomore Chris Houston,
the Friars’ leading goal scorer
this season, put the Friars on the
board with seven minutes left
in the first quarter - his lone
goal of the game. In all, Stony
Brook outscored Providence 51 in the second quarter, good for
an 8-2 halftime lead for the
visiting Sea Wolves.
Despite falling behind 8-2,
the Friars were lucky that Stony

Brook did not run up the score
even more, as a sloppy defense
allowed Stony Brook too many
opportunities in the first half of
play. Friars’ senior net minder
Brian McCarthy played

a team like Stony Brook as
many chances as we did today,
they’re going to capitalize.”
Stony Brook kept PC off the
scoreboard in the third quarter,
but a refocused Friar defense

“We played better in the
second, but the whole
possession game was almost out
of control in the first half - we
just didn’t have it today.”
Junior Jim Dooley led

Photo by John Englishmen '03

After starting the season with a five game winning streak, the Friars have stumbled recently,
dropping four consecutive decisions.
brilliantly, stopping 15 shots in allowed only one goal on two Providence with two goals,
the first 30 minutes.
shots. The Friars tied Stony totaling 12 on the season for
“The biggest thing was Brook, 3-3, in the final quarter him, while junior John Pisinski
possession and possession of play, but could not overcome
times,” commented Head Coach the first half deficit, falling to
Lacrosse, page 35
Chris Burdick. “When you give the Sea Wolves by a 12-5 final.

Tennis gets wind aided win
Friars top Boston University 6-0
by Virginia

Cheng ’03

Sports Staff

The Providence College
Men’s Tennis team battled
Boston
University
on
Wednesday, shutting out the
Terriers by a score of 6-0.
The weather was definitely
a factor as the strong winds
caused many of the players to
double fault numerous times.
Lobs were also carried off the
court, forcing the players to
adjust their shots. The Friars
adapted quickly to the
conditions and played a very
strong match against the
Terriers.
Junior Paco Fabian led the
Friars at the number one singles
position, dominating his
opponent and controlling the
pace throughout the entire
match. His 6-3, 6-2 win was a
testimony to his aggressive
strategy. Junior Keith Dressier
also had a strong showing with
a 6-1, 6-0 win. His steady
playing and ability to return
everything that came his way
frustrated his opponent to no
end.

Sports Mad
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Sophomores Matt Jarvis and
Craig Roslund played extremely
well at fourth and fifth singles
respectively. Jarvis’ 6-2, 6-0
win and Roslund’s 6-2, 6-1
victory were the results of wellplaced shots and good court

Junior Chris Riccobono
played aggressively but ran into
a little trouble in the second set
after winning the first. He came
back in the third set to win the
match 6-2, 3-6, 6-1. Senior
John Sayward also went into
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Men’s Tennis improved its record to 8-4 with a 6-0 decision
over the Terriers of Boston University
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dropping the first 5-7. He won
the second 6-2 and because PC
had already won the match, he
played a tiebreaker for the third
set and topped off the 6-0
victory for the Friars.
On Saturday, the Friars took
on Big East opponent Rutgers
University and fell to the Scarlet
Knights by a score of 7-0.
Despite being shut out, the
Friars played one of their best
matches of the season. Fabian
and Riccobono both forced their
individual matches at first and
second singles into three sets
before bowing out.
The two then teamed up to
play first doubles and won their
pro-set, the only individual
victory for PC. The other two
doubles tandems each played
well but could not overcome the
strong Rutgers lineup and lost
the doubles point in a tiebreaker.
“They’re one of the top
teams,” said Fabian. “We went
into the match hoping to gain
some respect in the Big East and
I think we did with some of the
close matches. The overall
score doesn’t reflect how well
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